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From the
Editor’s
Desk
Another year is nearly over. We
received so many great stories this
year, but we were a lot lighter on
the poetry entries.
The Awards are only a couple of
weeks away. We cannot wait to
meet our finalists and enjoy a great
night.
Looking forward to more amazing
entries next year!

ENTER ON-LINE
at

www.ozkids.com.au

The Book of Lost Spirits
N

ever seen. Never heard. Never
felt and forever dead. Florence
Grey is my name and I am a
ghost. I can’t eat or drink. And I can’t
make contact with the living whatsoever.
I am forced to haunt the place where I
passed. Forced to haunt it… forever.

I fall back hopelessly, only feeling
the pressure of the cushions beneath
me. I close my eyes in protest as the
sunlight seeps through the cracks in
the old tattered curtains. I sit up and
take in my surroundings. And even
though I do this every morning, there is
something different about the bookshop
this morning. Something I just can’t
quite put my finger on. I look around
trying to figure out what it is and, after
God knows how long I realise that there
seems to be a much thicker layer of dust
on the books and their shelves than
there was yesterday. So I stand up, slip
through the crack in the doorway and
sprint down towards the tiny country
town that we know as Le Minthush. As I
am running down the pathway, the smell
of freshly baked croissants fills the air.
I’ve always wished that I could even just
take one single bite out of one of those
croissants.
As I reach the post office, I run towards
the newspaper stand and read:
The 23rd of December 1864

KEEP ON WRITING
(TYPING)!

Carol Dick
Managing Editor

CHILDREN’S
CHARITY NETWORK
SUPPORTS CHARITIES
AND ORGANISATIONS
WHO SUPPORT US!
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that I would only feel the pressure of the
book and not be able to turn its pages I
turned away from the shelf and sat down
on the floor. After a while I dozed off into
a deep sleep.
I woke with a start from the sound of a
book falling off the shelves. I walk over
to where the sound came from and found
myself in the exact same place where that
emerald book was, and to my surprise
that was the book that had fallen off the
shelf. Without thinking I grab the book
and hurriedly flip through its pages.
After I realised what I had done I jumped
back in disbelief staring at my hands. I
carefully pick up the book again and this
time concentrate on what I am reading.
It was called The Book of Lost Spirits. I
was reading about ghosts. After I had
read most of the pages I turn to the last
page and read:
Florence Grey
1832–1846
Fier esprit perdu forcé à hanter Old
Book Shoppe Le Minthush
(Proud lost spirit forced to haunt Le
Minthush’s Old Book Shoppe.)
R.I.P.

The last page was my page.
By Shayla King
Year 6, St. Brigid’s Primary School
HEALESVILLE – VIC.

“What!” I yell (and let me let you know
that the only reason I would yell is
because no one can hear me). This means
that I have been thinking and talking
to myself for 18 years! Wow! So I stand
there for a bit thinking how this could
be possible but after a while of not
finding an answer, I walk home; dazed,
confused and amazed at my discovery.
When I get home I hear strange whispers,
which is odd because no one ever comes
in here. I walk cautiously around the
book shop following the sounds of
people talking over the top of each other
in hushed eerie whispers. When I reach a
certain place in the book shop, the voices
come to a stop. And as I look around the
area, my eyes fall upon an emerald green
book. I have sudden urge to reach out
and grab the book, but then realising
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My Dad
When I was only a few days old
I sunned myself at our burrow’s hole
I heard a noise and looked to the right
And there I saw, my father mid flight
He was ten metres away from Canberra’s lake
And chasing after him was a big brown snake
He dashed to the left and leapt to the right
Gracefully dodging the spring flowers so bright
He was so fast, so strong and so brave
To be just like him, was all that I craved
No way could that snake be as nimble as he
And deep in my heart; someday that was me
I grew stronger each day and followed my dad
And as spring changed to summer, I was glad
The bigger I grew the more I became
Just like my dad, we were one and the same
Together, we leapt to the left and the right
Together we were a glorious sight
As summer was ending I found I could be
Even faster and stronger, more agile than he!
But when autumn came in and the days grew colder
I suddenly realised that my dad was now older
Now; as we leapt to the left and the right
In my heart, I couldn’t feel the same delight

Under The
Apple Tree

The young boy sits dreaming under the apple tree,
His thoughts reaching high and ambition flying free,
Imagining the blood stained glory of the sunset,
Though he has not yet felt one morning’s regret,
He dreams of the wealthy fresh flesh hanging in the boughs above,
Those apples, they weigh the branches for lack of love.
The young man sits dreaming under the apple tree,
Burning away his heart yearning for what he ‘cannot’ be,
Thinking his rope has already been knotted,
Being ‘consoled’ that his fortune has already been allotted,
And so he plots of however he may get ahead,
Forgetting the apples scarcely a foot above his head.
A man sits dreaming under the apple tree,
Pondering all that was and all that shall be,
Hoping that one day he might be free,
From the endless shade of the apple tree,
Knowing not the heat of the sun that lies beyond,
That land which he has not seen but of which he is so fond.
The old man lies dreaming under the apple tree,
Thinking of all that he was not and will not be,
Remembering the blood-stained glory of the sunset,
Waiting evermore for the morning’s regret,
And as his last breath from his body does flee,
He sees a young boy picking apples from the apple tree.
By Matthew Harper-Gomm
Year 10, Kambrya College
BERWICK – VIC.

For me it was clear, as clear as could be
That now, my dad could not keep up with me
Day after day it grew so much colder
As the temperature dropped, my dad grew older
As winter came in, he said softly that he
No longer had strength to come out with me
And on that last day, as my dad shut his eyes
He quietly said ‘Think of me when you fly!’
When spring finally came back, I came out of our burrow
I needed to SOAR like there was no tomorrow
The picture that I keep, to make me feel right
Is my dad as I loved him; my daddy mid flight!
By Bella Laverock,
Age 9
JERRABOMBERRA – NSW

November 2014
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Forgotten
Memories
A

s the darkness of the night dawned
upon me, and the fluctuating rain
carved falling droplets of water
on my window, blithe and carefree, I sat
listening to all the feelings and natural
sounds of nature’s work swim around me
as if they were in a trance. It may have been
the birds’ melodic singing, or the gentle
rustle of the trees, but I was somehow
inspired. Inspired to do what I hadn’t done
in years.
I reluctantly edged toward the ancient
grand piano. As I lifted the lid, it creaked
appallingly as if it hadn’t been touched in
years, not unlike fingernails being dragged
down a dusty blackboard. I don’t know
what prompted me this time, but I started
playing a descending chromatic scale.
I pressed the first note, the highest. It was
the sound of icicles and little sleigh bells
mixed into one impacting combination.
I remembered the day I’d first met her.
The way her long hair draped across her
right shoulder, glistening in contact with
the sun. Her friendly approach to a young
girl she didn’t know... but she treated me
as a human, not as a gullible young child
that knew nothing. And I liked her for it.
“You’re perfect”, I said. Her reply was, “No
one is perfect, but everyone has the ability
to make a difference, wherever they go. You
can inspire others”.
I gently touched the next note. It reminded
me of that day. My first happy memory in
ages. Even now I still remember. At first the
world had seemed like a tornado. I didn’t
know what to do, I didn’t know how to
control myself; I just wanted to disappear,
never to be seen again. But she was there.
It was the day she told me something that
I’d never forgotten in years. It may not
have meant much to other people, but it
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meant so much to me. “Never give up on
your dreams. Follow them. If you do, you
can inspire others.”
I pressed the next note on the piano. A
harmonic G echoed across the room,
Memories of the day I first heard her play
piano swarmed into me, like swarms of
locusts, plaguing the whole earth. There
was no word that could describe exactly
the way she played. The piano was a
dangerous animal, cruel, wild and free,
but she was obviously its master, taming
it in a way no one could ever imagine. Its
treacherous and loud approach, then its
calming and resonating chords finishing
it off into something bringing us plunging
into a parallel universe.
“You play piano? I want to play too!”
The next lower note reminded me of the
first time she tried to teach me to play
piano. I wanted to be just like her. Slowly
but surely, she started to teach me. Slowly
but surely, I started to learn. I remembered
how I was frustrated that I couldn’t
play how she played, but she told me.
“Everything comes with a lot of practice.
Never give up on your dreams. Follow
them. If you do, you can inspire others.”
These happy memories echoed through my
head until the keys started sounding lower
and lower, almost like the sea growling
through a deadly storm.
As I pushed the next key down, I
remembered the times she made me
laugh. The times that her comforting voice
soothed me, no matter with how much
stubbornness I used to stay angry. But I
knew that I’d never see or hear them again.
I was down to the lower notes now.

As I held my finger on the next note
down, low bellows rumbled, swimming
out across the whole room. Nowhere to
go, nowhere to escape. It was like how I
felt the day I heard the news. Captured,
worthless, helpless. I was just told, right
there, where I was standing, casual, as if the
person telling me didn’t care at all. It was so
sudden too. Sudden as a meteor’s shower,
sudden as a raging cyclone, sudden as a
lightning flash, sudden, a creation burst
from naught. And creation she was, but
now she was gone. Forever.
Now, as I laid my finger on the lowest
note, the deepest lowest note, I remember
seeing her face; cold, senseless, still. Dead.
I stayed with her for ages but I all I felt was
emptiness. And you can’t feel anything in
emptiness. I didn’t think I had cried that
much in my life. She was gone.
Even until now. I had finally worked out
what she had been trying to tell me all
those years with her words full of wisdom
and intelligence. “The most inspirational
person to you should be yourself.” And
here I was, still weeping over her death. I
had failed the one thing that my favourite
person in the whole world had wanted
me to do.
I knew what I had to do now. “Inspire.”
And as my delicate finger pressed again
gently on the ivory key furthest to the left,
this time, I didn’t feel sadness. The low,
soothing, deep note floated around the
room. She would be happy. She would be
proud. Of me.
“Inspire.”
By Cindy Zeng
Year 7, Korowa Anglican Girls’ School
GLEN IRIS – VIC.
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• BOOK REVIEWS •
Celia and Nonna
Author: Victoria Lane
Illustrator: Kayleen West
RRP: $24.95 HC, $14.95 PB
ISBNs: 9781925000603 HC,
9781925000610 PB
Reviewed by Robyn Donoghue
Celia and Nonna is an uplifting picture
book tenderly written by Victoria Lane
and warmly illustrated by Kayleen West.
It tells the story of the special bond that
exists between Celia and her grandmother
Nonna. Celia’s visits to Nonna’s house are
filled with warm, cuddly moments full
of magic and joy. Nonna’s home is full of
delicious smells, as they bake together.
Celia has her own special cupboard at
Nonna’s house full of secrets and all her
favourite things, such as felts and colouring
books. Bedtime is particularly special as
Nonna reads seven, eight or nine books to
Celia all curled up and snuggled in next to
her grandmother.

Found You!
Author and illustrator: Mardi Davies
RRP: $24.95 HC, $14.95 PB
ISBNs: 978-1-925000-66-5 HB,
978-1-925000-67-2 PB
Publisher: Ford Street Publishing
Reviewed by Robyn Donoghue

When Nonna’s memory starts to fail, she
moves into a new home where she is safe
and cared for and people can help when
she forgets things. The new room is bare
and grey. It smells funny and has no stove.
Celia can no longer stay, as there is only
one bed and there is no space for her
special cupboard. As she pokes around
she finds some paper and pencils and
draws the garden at Nonna’s house.
Through drawing, Celia finds peace
and happiness as she illustrates all the
beautiful moments Celia and Nonna
have shared.
With each weekly visit Celia draws
a new picture, transforming the
once bare, grey walls into an art
collection filled with memories,
colour and warmth. This new
routine erases the funny smells and
strangeness of Nonna’s new house
and re-establishes the magical
bond between a grandmother and
her granddaughter.

Written and illustrated by Mardi Davies,
Found You! is a vibrant picture book
centred around Florence Moon who
is at play in her backyard. The rich
illustrations and framing techniques, draw
you into Florence’s world encouraging
you to see the backyard as a series of
opportunities as she discovers a hideand-seek wonderland. Throughout
the story she is shadowed by her
dog Trevor who along with the
chickens joins her at play.
Florence does the seeking while
Trevor hides. Terribly. This causes
endless frustration as she shouts
out the inevitable ‘Found You!’.
Here we begin to witness the way
a child naturally uses creative
and lateral thinking strategies
to solve problems. Florence at
first sees Trevor as the problem,
so attempts to educate him in
the finer points of hiding using
camouflage and disguise. It
is only when Florence Moon
calls time out that she begins
to fully understand Trevor’s
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Celia and Nonna is a charming book
that will help many families tackle the
issues of memory loss and the transition
of a grandparent into aged care. The
beautiful illustrations by Kayleen West are
interspersed with children’s actual artwork,
creating an even more personal and
warmer layer to this wonderful story.

nature. At first rejecting it in annoyance,
but eventually forgiving and ultimately
embracing this new knowledge, as she
casts Trevor in the new role of seeker.
Mardi Davies’s years working as an artist
for Walt Disney Animation Australia is
evident throughout the book. Utilising
storyboarding and framing techniques we
are drawn into the mind of Florence Moon
as she flits from one focus to another.
Capturing the malleability of a child’s
thought patterns, Davies juxtaposes
exquisite detail of a garden tap alongside
the vague outline of a chicken. We see
how intense focus on one thing can lead
to Florence missing obvious details in
another. Her mastery of visual narrative
allows you to experience these thought
processes. Framing an object within a
scene draws your complete focus for a
moment, then encourages you to look
around for the next possible solution.
This is a wonderful debut picture book
from Mardi Davies, illustrating a child’s
world full of wonder, friendship and joy.
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How The Rainbows
Were Made

the rare potion. Turning, he banged into
what he thought was a table.

F

rank was a fig who lived on the
only rainbow in the world. His
ambition was to travel the world but
the only problem was that he couldn’t get
off the rainbow.
One day Frank decided to learn how
to make more rainbows. He found an
old ragged, falling apart potion book
that belonged to his great, great, great
Grandfather. After reading the whole book
thoroughly he was totally and absolutely
disappointed, the potion was not there.
In frustration, he pulled apart the grimy,
stuck-together pages. As he ripped the last

two pages, a folded card fell out. Frank, in
amazement, grabbed it and read. It was
a potion for creating rainbows, arcs of
beautiful kaleidoscopic colour in the air.
He started adding numerous coloured
powders and liquids to an ancient, rusted
cauldron which he lit with a match. He
didn’t dare leave the spitting, bubbling
mixture alone, even though it took until
the full moon to make. Exhausted, Frank
took the cauldron out into the chilly night,
stirring the potion in the magical moon
light. The moon slowly lowered while the
sun rose, swirls of elusive pink and orange
patterns.
Frank carried the cauldron, cautiously
making sure not to spill a single drop of

“Owwwww!” he yelled in pain. Grabbing
a golden goblet, he turned around.
“Nooooo, this has to be a dream.” Frank
was devastated, as he watched the potion
spread over the floor and covered the walls
of his house. It hadn’t been the table he
had knocked into! The potion was ALIVE,
rainbows were forming all around him.
Frank tried to run to his bedroom but he
found himself in the cupboard instead.
Feeling totally lost, Frank lay on his bed
sobbing.
He suddenly sat up and noticed that the
rainbows had spread out. He knew where
he was going. Frank pulled on his brown
travelling shorts, backpack with rope, and
wide brimmed hat with corks dangling
from it and seized a full drink bottle. He
was happy and free, leaping from rainbow
to rainbow.
By Lucille Belford
Year 4
St. Brigid’s Primary School
HEALESVILLE – VIC.

Red Birdsnest Wildflower

R

ed, wild, crazy and vivid; the Red
Birdsnest wildflower lies in the
depths of the Mistaken Rainforest.
Pristine, unseen, waiting to be discovered.
Lonely and rare, this wildflower is the best
of the best. Greater than any other. Day
and night, it stands tall in that rainforest...
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Just waiting... Wondering... Will it just
wither away?
By Paige Alexander
Year 6, Lisarow Public School
LISAROW – NSW
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s I tapped away on my piano,
practising technical work for my
exam, I came across the most
interesting scale: C minor. It had always
been my favourite, and it was simply
because of the melody that flowed from
the pieces in C minor. As I quickly played
four octaves and back of C minor, I realised
something that was somewhat special
about it…
Have you ever wondered what a simple
thing like a scale had meant to you? It
is one of the boring things you have to
memorise for an exam, but it is also a
meaningful tune that finishes in seconds.
It represents happiness and hope for the
future, as well as the difficulties we may
encounter throughout life. Each key has a
different meaning, and I would like to tell
you a little story that makes it special.
Let’s begin with C. This is the first note
of the scale, which is where our life all
begins. C represents a happy family and a
happy life. The beginning years which we
all enjoyed the most, and of course, forgot
the most.

Next comes D. D is when we make our
friends and start living the simple life of
studying and playing. We have fun with
our friends as we mature and become less
dependent on our parents.
Then, we come across our first flat, E flat.
Flat, as the name implies, means flat, like a
flat tyre. This is when tests and homework
begin to overload us as well as the stage
where we mature and become teenagers.
We have a social life, and we become
rebellious against our parents, even though
they are only trying to help us through our
difficulties.
We then strike F, which is the last days of
high school where we’re all scared for our
final exams, but we’re looking forward to
the days after high school, and who knows
where we’ll all be. F is the note of hope for
the future.
G is where everything starts to get a little
more complicated. As well as being in
and graduating from university, we have
to support ourselves and sometimes, we
might fall in love in the process, just as I
have. We are all studying hard to achieve
our dreams that we promised ourselves
as children, and to do so, we must go
through G.

A flat is the hard time of our lives. We’re all
struggling for a job, busily worrying about
how to survive, and eager to reach our
dreams. Just like E flat, we go through many
difficulties, except this time, it is much
bigger and is much more sophisticated.
However, we always promise ourselves, no
matter what, we’ll always make it to B.
Here comes the note B. B is supposed to
be a flat, but we overcome it and therefore
it remains as a natural. We have our
own families and a stable job, most of us
achieving our dreams. We live a happy life
as we watch our kids grow up and turn into
men and women like us. Even though we
are still busy, we feel lucky and protected.
After so long, our life brings us back to
C, where we have our own grandchildren
and we relax and enjoy the last moments of
life. C is also the note we started off with,
and as we think through our life, we smile
at the memories and it would be time to
end this scale.
This scale that can be played within
seconds represents our life story. As I step
into the future, I’ll always remember that
day of the sudden realisation, which was
where all of this came from. This little story
will accompany me all my life and this life
will be the best life I’ve ever lived.
By Karen Zhao
Year 7, Korowa Anglican Girls’ School
GLEN IRIS – VIC.

The Unknown Diary

T

oday me sit on the steps of our
house. My botty is feeling cold, me
am playing with teddy, as me enter
me trip on the front step but all me do is
get up and keep on going. When me finally
get inside me look through the back door
me see a big ant hill but there is one ant
that isn’t there and that is the one that me
adores.

Me sit down with him every day and
his ways are the ways of gentleness.

Once me go me see a dog and it is my
cousins dog.

As my mum calls and calls my name me
run back home but me stop and wait for
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As me enter the woods me see my favourite
tree it is the curliest one there is, whenever
me am bored me come here and sit. It is
my favourite tree. When me sit me enjoy
the view and sometimes me feel as if the
woods start talking to me.

a second. The woods start saying
goodbye as me turn and run, and my
house is full of gladness as me go home.
By Khushi Jerath
Year 3, Pennant Hills Public School
PENNANT HILLS – NSW
Note: misspellings and grammatical errors
are deliberate!
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Violet Eyes
me; the music almost transporting me to
another world.
Then suddenly, the music stopped. I opened
my eyes in alarm and looked through the
window to see the mysterious girl had
vanished! I hastily fiddled with the door
handle and strode inside, incredulously
looking around. She was gone! But how
had she left? It was impossible! I looked
about frantically but all I found was a piece
of paper, with a name in the top left hand
corner; “Velia Bourke”. And ever since
that afternoon, I have gone to the music
building and sat outside that very room to
hear Velia’s spellbinding violin hypnotise
and comfort me. And every afternoon, the
music has suddenly stopped and Velia has
magically disappeared without a trace.

T

here’s this girl. Velia Bourke is
her name. She’s what one would
describe as a mystifying individual
that blends in with the shadows, observing
the world unseen and unacknowledged. It’s
almost as if society treats her as a living
ghost. She has this mysterious darkness
about her, as if she’s burdened with a tragic
secret that drenches her like a dove in black
ink. She never speaks to anyone; doesn’t
utter a word in class, doesn’t answer a
single question but simply listens, intently.
Honestly, I probably wouldn’t have noticed
her if it weren’t for that one afternoon after
school.
There I was, in the school music building,
patiently poised on a couch waiting for
my little sister’s piano lesson to finish.
Mum had a night shift at work so I
was responsible for walking her home.
I decided to have a stroll through the
building.
Suddenly, I heard a breathtakingly beautiful
tune. I quickened my pace towards the
heavenly music; it seemed to be resonating
from the very end of the corridor. I reached
the room, restraining myself from opening
the door, and looked carefully through the
window. There was a gorgeous girl with
long, straight black hair and extraordinary
violet eyes playing the most mesmerising
melody on her violin. I closed my eyes and
let myself drown in the moment. I allowed
every delicately placed note to wash over
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But today will be different.
It’s the last lesson of the day which happens
to be my favourite; mathematics. I’m
labouring away at my trigonometry but
every time I raise my eyes I see Velia’s sweet
face, her expression serious as her pencil
scratches lightly on the page. Butterflies
enter my stomach. The final bell rings and
I gather my belongings, watching her do
the same out of the corner of my eye. I feel
nervous. This is going to be an interesting
afternoon.
I empty the contents of my battered locker
into my equally battered bag, sling it over
my right shoulder and make my way out
towards the car park.
Then I see her.
She’s along the side of the path closest to
the wall; hidden by the shadows of the
Jacaranda trees. I trail her at a safe distance;
careful not to attract anyone’s attention,
especially hers. I follow the familiar path
up to the music building, every step
making me all the more uneasy. What will
she think of me? What’s going to happen?
Can I even do this?
We reach the music building and I go
inside a few careful steps after her. I linger
in the corridor as I always do, as she slowly
makes her way down. Just as I reach the
door, the melody begins; captivating me
just as it always has. I close my eyes and let
the music encompass me in its entrancing

realm. But the anxious reminder of the task
at hand distracts me from my ease and I
open my eyes. You can do this Jason. I walk
back and forth outside the door. You’ve got
this Jason. How hard can it be?
Then I hear the sound of the violin
beginning to fade and I know that now is
the time. Come on Jason. Don’t lose the
opportunity. I take a deep breath and then
I turn and face the door to Velia’s practice
room. I take a few steps forward.
And I turn the door handle and walk
straight in. I hear a shriek and I see Velia
gaping at me; hugging her violin to her
chest in shock. Then the world goes
black.
I wake up, seeing spots in front of my
eyes.
“Velia?” I ask no one in particular as I
frantically blink my eyes.
“Yes, Jason?” questions a silvery voice.
I sit up with a start, my head spinning like
a washing machine.
My vision regains focus and I look beside
me to see Velia examining me, a smile
playing on her lips. I instantaneously
blush and look away. Then only do I take
into account the obscure surroundings.
Where am I?
“In a parallel universe of course”, remarks
Velia in a casual tone.
I sit rigidly, a coldness creeping over my
skin. I begin to shiver.
Velia turns to face me; her violet eyes
amused.
“Forgive me but I best be off ”, she says
quietly, her face only centimetres from
mine as my heart beats uncontrollably,
realising what is happening. “Farewell,
Jason”, she whispers, “it was a pleasure
making your acquaintance”.
And then she vanishes.
By Anoushka Kothari
Year 9
ASPLEY – QLD.
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The Missing Tooth

B

eside the Pine Park, there lived
a 7-year-old boy named Oscar.
Oscar was living in a house with
a big garden with his parents and his pet
dog Harry.
One day, Oscar felt that one of his teeth was
wobbly. It was his first wobbly tooth. Oscar
was very excited thinking of the tooth fairy
coming. Early next morning Oscar went to
the dentist with his parents. He could not
wait any longer though he was very scared
about dentists.
The dentist got the tooth out. Oscar was
very excited and planned to make the tooth
super clean and shiny. He wanted the tooth
fairy to like it. He took a brush and started
cleaning that tooth. But… before he knew
it, a disaster struck the tooth! It fell down
into the drain through the sink! Oscar was
very sad that the tooth had gone missing.
He felt miserable that now he wouldn’t be
able to keep the tooth for the tooth fairy.
His parents tried to console him but he
was crying.
Meanwhile the missing tooth kept flowing
in the sewer and then into a river until it
reached a shore. A crab in that shore was
looking for a shell to cover her newly laid
egg. She saw the tooth and thought it was

a small shell. However, when the crab was
carrying the tooth, she realised that it’s too
heavy to cover the egg. Then she left the
tooth on the beach.
Next, a bird saw the white small tooth and
thought it was a nut. Nut was one of her
favourite foods and she picked it up right
away. The bird was flying to its nest on a
big pine tree in the Pine Park. She wanted
to enjoy the nut without any disturbance.
After reaching her nest the bird felt that
it was very hard and not a nut. Then she
dropped it out of anger. Interestingly, this
Pine Park was just beside Oscar’s house.
An unhappy worm lived in that Pine Park
used to think he was not great looking.
He was looking for ways to look great.
When the tooth dropped on the ground,
the worm saw the nice, shiny tooth and
thought it was a crown. He wriggled to
put it on his head and balanced it nicely.
The worm thought he looked great and
wanted to show off to other worms that
lived in Oscar’s backyard. However, when
it reached Oscar’s backyard, the tooth was
all muddy and his peers started to laugh
at him.
Seeing a lot of wriggly worms, a few birds
came to eat them. Oscar’s pet dog Harry

barked and barked at the birds until Oscar
came out. When Oscar came near Harry he
saw the muddy tooth and wondered what
it was! He washed it and what a surprise!
It was the missing tooth. Oscar started
jumping with joy. Guess what! The next
morning Oscar found a shiny golden coin
under his pillow!
By Atif Hossain
Age 8
MACGREGOR – ACT

Embers

I am Fire

e?
What is left when the soldiers are gon
red?
clea
is
le
rubb
the
n
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What is left
What is left when the forest is gone?
done?
What is left when the devastation is
The glowing embers.
Embers of a civilisation gone by,
Of the dying planet,
And of its people
Who once stood so proud and tall.
But just as the embers came from fire,
Perhaps, just maybe,
es
Flam could come from these,
The embers,
ers of humanity.
emb
The

I am fire
I warm the hearts of cavemen and cam
pers
my smoke curls into the air
like an ambling traveller lost in transit
I seethe, angry I rip across the earth
wild, I devour and destroy
reviving, I breathe new life into the soil
my black smoke billows
it engulfs the sky and blots out the sun
my ash falls to the ground
coating the earth in my memory.

By Cormac Onsman
Year 7, Age 13
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By Charlie Kliesch
Year 10, Eynesbury Senior College
ADELAIDE – SA
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W

The Isle Of Tiree

alking along the one-way
road, I study the sheep nearby,
separated only by a fence
constructed of two pieces of wire. Their
odd, black heads and feet exist in stark
contrast to the white, fluffy balls that form
their bodies, drawing my eye to the eerie
forms. The Suffolk sheep leer at me, as the
foreigner I am, out of place more so than
these black headed monsters.
Heading to one of the inlets of this small
island, I remember the feeling when
I left, being thankful to finally have
distance from my parents, and gaining my
independence. The comfort and security
they offer has been essential to me for so
long. But something changed. The fear of
being far from them suddenly paled in
comparison to the fear of staying within
my comfort zone, of never testing myself
or seeing what I could handle. I needed to
get away from them. That’s what brought
me here, to this unfamiliar country, with
people I hardly know.
Rounding the corner, the coastline comes
into view. Each step brings the promise
of the sea that bit closer. At the cliff edge,
I stop. My family is never far, despite the
distance between us. Hearing my mother’s
warm voice is a soothing comfort that I
look forward to each week. It is daunting,
leaving the familiar. However, the reward of

achieving something like this is far greater.
With the biting but bearable wind swirling
around me, my eyes follow the path ahead.
The rugged cliff edge, just metres in front,
dissipates into the vast and overwhelming
coast of Tiree. The small, West Coast
Island off Scotland is understated and
breathtaking in its beauty.
The swell embraces the beachside below,
moving back and forth as if in a secret
dance. In the remaining light cast from
the setting sun, I see people on the shore,
seemingly oblivious to the astounding
glory that exists around them. Distant calls
of sea gulls can be heard in the air. The
salty spray invades my mouth stimulating
my taste buds, and the awe-inspiring scene
around me speaks of wonders beyond
anything my mind can fathom.
A grip of longing comes from within me
as I watch the smiling families below. The
wind carries whispers of their laughter,
broadcasting flashes of shared moments.
It is not necessarily loneliness that tightens
my stomach, rather the awareness of the
importance my family holds, half a world
away. I wonder of the truth behind the
saying, home is where the heart is. Is it
really? And what defines heart? Where
your loved ones are? I’d been dreading
the thought of going home. Back to my
monotonous life in grey scale, drenched in

complacency of myself and those around
me, repeating conversations over and
over, ever polite and feigning interest out
of obligation. I am different now, shaped
by my new experiences and the people I
have met.
I descend down the staggered cliff face,
drawing closer to the huddled groups
below. Smiling faces greet me as I approach
the cluster containing my host family. In a
comfortable silence, we circle the bonfire in
the sand. The fire does not rage insomuch
as survive and, in the all-consuming wind
roaring off the North Atlantic Ocean, the
flames dance in a glowing fashion, licking
at the expanse above them.
It seems predestined in us all that, at a
certain age, we feel ashamed of our family,
reluctant to associate with those who have
invested so much time and effort into us.
What greater insult is there, than turning
your back on someone who loves you
unconditionally?
I watch as the sun says its final goodbye,
enveloping us all in muted nightfall. It
intrigues me that these things; sun, water,
fire, all exist in an entirely different sphere
to me. Their actions are not determined
by watchful eyes, whereas so many of my
actions are a result of the people around
me. Society’s silent pull on my life seems
stronger than any hold I have.
I had come away seeking adventure and
space, space to spread my metaphorical
wings without the cautious gaze of my
parents looking on. It seemed, in my bid to
grow and mature away from those I loved
and was familiar with, I had realised the
greatest maturity of all; being content with
where, and whom you are with. Those I
love and who love me are more important
than any eyes watching, judging, assuming.
I could see myself years from now, older
and wiser, reflecting with perspective
on my choices. With the weight of those
decisions on my shoulders, I resolved to
start now. To make choices that honour
those who love me, without conforming
to others’ views of me.
By Andie Carlson
Year 12,
Eynesbury Senior College
ADELAIDE – SA
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Dear Literacy Educator
Take a look at Creative Net. We have authors and illustrators who you won’t find on other
speakers’ agency sites. Better still, Creative Net is the only speakers’ agency in Australia that
doesn’t charge a booking fee. Our services to you are completely free.
We also organise literary events for schools.
Students pay $20 + GST and we provide the MC,
authors and illustrators for a day which includes
three workshops from each of the presenters, a
launch, book signings, etc -- everything you would
expect from a festival, plus free show bags each
containing a Ford Street book and merchandise
(worth around $20).
VIC

Goldie Alexander
June Alexander
Krista Bell
Kevin Burgemeestre
Sue Bursztynski
Bernard Caleo
Isobelle Carmody
Margaret Clark
Sherryl Clark
Paul Collins
Michael Connell
Meredith Costain
Justin D’Ath
Graham Davey
Julie Davey
Hazel Edwards
Corinne Fenton
Marjory Gardner
Jacqui Grantford
Robert Greenberg
Susan Halliday
Susan Halliday/Phil Kettle
Leigh Hobbs
Niki Horin
George Ivanoff
Bernadette Kelly
Jackie Kerin
Phil Kettle
Sue Lawson
Virginia Lowe
Felicity Marshall
Lorraine Marwood

Maureen McCarthy
Foz Meadows
Marc McBride
Sean McMullen
Dave O’Neil
Wendy Orr
Michael Panckridge
Julie Perrin
Judith Rossell
Michael Salmon
Claire Saxby
Tony Thompson
Ian Trevaskis
Adam Wallace
Dee White
Mark Wilson

NSW

Deborah Abela
Stephen Axelsen
Dianne Bates
Patricia Bernard
Jess Black
Jenny Blackford
Russell Blackford
Charlotte Calder
Jill Carter-Hansen
Chris Cheng
Wai Ping Chim
Laurine Croasdale
Aleesah Darlison
Melaina Faranda
Serena Geddes
Susanne Gervay

Ask us about our PD seminars for TLs/educators,
too. (We organised the two highly successful
Keeping Books Alive seminars at the RACV Club.)
We can be contacted by phone on (03) 9481 1120,
fax (03) 9481 1123 or email fordstr@internode.on.net
With best wishes
Terrie Saunders
Creative Net
Pip Harry
Michelle Heeter
Nette Hilton
Peter Klein
Jan Latta
Nathan Luff
Sophie Masson
Jeni Mawter
Kim Miller
Lewis Morley
Louise Park
Felicity Pulman
Moya Simons
Paul Stafford
Shane Thamm
Lesley Vamos

WA

Cristy Burne
Mark Greenwood
Frané Lessac
Sally Murphy
Teena Raffa-Mulligan
Veronica Rooke
Den Scheer

TAS

Christina Booth
Kate Gordon
Steve Isham
Sally Odgers

QLD

Kathryn Apel
Peter Carnavas
Brian Falkner
JE Fison
Katrina Germein
Sheryl Gwyther
Elaine Ouston
Marianne de Pierres
Dimity Powell
Angela Sunde
Michelle Worthington

NT

Leonie Norrington

ACT

Tania McCartney
Stephanie Owen-Reeder
Tracey Hawkins

SA

Ben Chandler
Katrina Germein
Phillip Gwynne
Sally Heinrich
Heather Taylor Johnson
Claire Richards
Kristin Weidenbach

For a full list of our authors and illustrators check out our website at www.fordstreetpublishing.com/cnet

Without Adjective
Dedication:
In writing this poem I do not intend to provide an account or depiction which generalises or trivialises the experiences of the Stolen
Generations and the indigenous peoples at the time of the European settlement.
I only wish to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land upon which we stand, the significant and lasting legacy which they have
created and preserved over the centuries despite the immense scale of the loss and the suffering that they have endured; to pay respect to
their elders, past and present; and to remember and honour their strength, their courage and their culture.
Therefore, I would like to dedicate this poem to the traditional owners of Australia – the people who, through their remarkable example
of resilience, have shown us that the imposition of labelling or stigmatising adjectives is unnecessary and harmful – that we are all human
and deserve to give and receive respect, regardless of our colour or our traditions – and that restoration and reconciliation is possible.
it’s a black night and a white moon with
bloody edges.
i’m white like you inside.
see me.
i learned you like my mother
learned the curve of the creek,
the turn and tune of sky.
it’s a black night.
my people walk under it. my mother walks the creek with
moon-wide eyes.
shadows touch us like
blessings. we lurk. silent.
savage.
who is the savage?
i don’t know.
the stars shudder tonight.
there’s the ring of steel and the pulsing of
arrows through the blood-thick air.
blood is thicker than water.
or is it?
you are water and we are blood.
we the beating blood of the land and the
land’s blood beats in us. we hot and savage and you
cold and tame – and like the sea consumes the earth,
like the advancing tide, you come, and come, and come –
and unlike the tide, you do not retreat. you stay.
like the sea-water in the winter seasons, you bite and sting
and freeze. my heart is frozen,
and my memory has been caught in
the present. but tonight I roam back, where I should not
and I see in glimpses.
the creek is bloody like the moon.
they wade in crimson sweat. running, running,
they shiver and fall like the stars,
silently. the earth receives them –
without noise, they dissolve into dust.
the carved trees of our sacred ceremonies
burst into flame, victims of the land-clearing. My world
is horribly alight.
i am young suddenly and crying on the side of a creek.
one of the creeks with curves I almost know because i learned
them like
my mother learned them.
i am young suddenly and crying beneath canopies of sky and
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the turns and tunes of it
i almost know.
there is no one left to teach me.

it’s a black night and a white moon with
bloody edges. i am old suddenly and crying beside a bed and
beneath a roof that i know
too well. i’m white like you outside. i dress like you and talk like
you.
I’m paler than i was. i learned
you well.
see me.
but i’m black inside.
i learned me – like you
learned your letters
the manners and meanings of your kind.
it was a black night and i found it again.
i walked under it with moon-wide eyes and this is what i saw.
my people walking the creeks.
falling like stars in the blood-ridden night.
and then i put that night’s
memory
in the creek
and it drowned.
and while it drowned i found the other
nights when my people danced
around the waratah trees with the flowers
that share one stem, as our people
share one land –
when my people danced
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in a spring-soft wind
laughed like the kookaburra laughs with the universe.
i found the other nights when we walked our paths
and learned the lay of the land, until we knew it
as we know ourselves; like a mirror of our lives –
an unbroken reflection in unsullied water,
where bullets did not rend the clear
countenance of sky; where the silences of the people
were spaces of time where the sublime music
of wind and birds resonated through
our sphere and we listened
in awe.
where the cries of children were
cries of joy in a corroboree;
not the cries which shook the stars
when they took us away.
where the sky did not pulse
with arrows, but with
the sound of our feet
on the earth, treading the paths and
patterns of celebration, the land which
the feet of our ancestors touched
in peace.

If I Had
a Dad

when there were no savages – only
the land, with its curves of creek, its
turns and tunes of sky, and
us.
when we were neither blood
nor water, hot, cold, savage or tame –
we were people.
without adjective.
we are people.
all of us. and that memory
drowned in the creek.
the night was black and a white moon shone.
but now there is no blood and the stars have risen
and in the eucalyptus trees the kookaburra
laughs again.
in a spring-soft wind
my children dance.
By Evangeline Yong
Year 11, The Mac Robertson Girls’ High School
MELBOURNE – VIC.

If I had a dad,
Maybe my life wouldn’t be as bad,
Maybe mum wouldn’t be as weary
And my older sister Marcie dreary.
If I had a dad maybe I wouldn’t toss and turn in my sleep all night,
Having nightmares about mum and dad’s huge fights.
If I had a dad maybe mum wouldn’t be as depressed,
Maybe Marcie would eat and the house rid of all the stress.
If I had a dad maybe my family wouldn’t be falling apart,
I’d be loved and my family happy.
Oh all the brilliant things that would happen, if only I had a dad.
By Charlotte Werner
Year 4
Pennant Hills Public School
PENNANT HILLS – NSW
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I

I Could…

last saw John Smith two years ago,
in a bar I do not care to mention, in
a town I make sure to speak badly of.
Today I almost did not recognise him.
He had taken to contacts and gained an
unhealthy interest in physical fitness. I
could have left when I saw him, but he had
already come over.

‘Why not?’
‘My father.’
He was not an easy
man to like; I never
tried.

‘William, William’, he said.
‘John, John’, I said.
‘You should keep in touch.’
‘Should I?’
‘How’s the rest of the family?’ he said.
‘I don’t see them.’
‘Oh, you must see them.’
He ordered something fit for dregs. I could
have ordered differently, but nothing
appealed. They came at once, sweating
and ungraspable. Before drinking you
must wait for the froth to settle. John did
try, though, you must give him that. For
a while he coughed phlegm. He asked for
a towel.
‘You use anti-septic washes?’ he said.
‘I guess.’
‘Used to have mouth ulcers.’ He pulled at
the corner of his mouth, showing me the
inside of his cheek. ‘See that?’ I could not.
‘Used to be five times bigger.’ He stopped
pulling. ‘Didn’t know at first; then read
“fights mouth ulcers” and by God it was
right.’
The sun boiled the air as it came in and out
of my lungs. The ice in my drink, bobbing
in ever smaller pieces, flashed in the light.
I sweated. He sweated too, his breathing
haggard. He towelled his face.
‘How’s your mother?’ He asked.
‘I don’t know’, I said.
‘Do you speak to her?’
‘I’d rather not.’
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‘My father was a fat man’, he said,
‘big bushy moustache, kind you only
see on Germans. Businessman of not
unquestionable character, something to
do with plastics.’ He looked at his drink,
tapping the bar. ‘Never knew how he got
my mother – brown hair, blue eyes, fullfigured, and a mind, of course, unmatched
by him.’ He wiped his forehead. ‘Last time
I talked to him I was nineteen. Told him I
wouldn’t go to university. Told him people
had done well without university before.’
I did not like the look of my drink. Too
dark, too frothing. The foam slithered
down the glass.
He breathed like a steam whistle, turning
to me, coming close. ‘He bent down’, he
said, ‘looked me in the eye and said’, – he
puffed out his cheeks – ‘ “Boy, many great
people go without university, some of the
greatest in the world. Not me, of course.
Nothing wrong with it at all, but to do
so requires three things”. ’ John licked
his lips and counted off on his fingers.
‘ “Determination. Talent. Luck. And you,
my boy, have none of those” – and in his
voice I heard that certainty, the kind that
doesn’t need thought, that doesn’t need
consideration, you just know it like it’s the
most basic fact.’
I lifted my drink, but a black beast
squirmed in it. A blob twitching at every

point, miniscule needles attempting escape
from within. I could have scooped it out
with a pen, but the thought of contact
sickens me.
‘I went to university, got qualifications in
some business thing, something so bloody
useful. I’m big enough to admit it.’ He
wiped his forehead. ‘I hate him. Hated. I
wanted to beat him, crack his limbs, then
watch him, broken, crawl. But I guess
that’s the same with everyone and their
fathers.’
John skulled his drink. Brown lines
dribbled down his chin. He licked his
lips.
‘Didn’t speak to him throughout university,
saving up to give him a real bullocking
when I got back.’ He squinted. ‘Couldn’t.
He died. Complicated kidney stones or
something. No point spiting the dead,
you’re only annoying one person.’ He
smiled. ‘I wanted to dance on his grave
– which was easy, given it’s spread over
Greendale Park.’
Why was I in that room? My skin tightened
around me, suffocating me. His breath
rolled on my face. I could not take it.
I could have gotten up. I could have exited
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the bar, never returning, never talking to
him again.

were a cracked reservoir for some ancient
truth.

But h i n d s i g ht m a ke s e ve r y t h i ng
manageable.

‘Equalling a child’s love I despise you, your
scent, your skin, your sweat-pasted body.
I would like nothing more than to drag a
knife across your belly just to prove you are
pathetic enough to be human. I will dance
on your grave with euphoria unequalled
by drug-fuelled religious rites, unmet by
shame, morality or decency. And should
you prove evasive enough to burn I will
dance wherever your ashes land, across
and through your resigned personhood.’

‘Easy to hate, my father. You would have
hated him, everyone would have. The
way he looked at you, summed you up,
broke you down with no bother to build
you up again.’ He cringed. ‘Not even the
decency to beat me, allow me something
to justify my hate, to elicit pity rather than
contempt.’
Humid breaths sweated my lips. I could
have punched him, beaten him, cracked his
arm, heard the snap, thrown him through
the window, and taken his drink, because
he got the better one, because I never asked
to occupy the same room as him, because
he’s not easy to like and who would give a
damn trying.
But would I have gotten anything out of
it?
He continued, ‘Then I realised I was
following his example.’ I felt his heat on
me. ‘Do you hate me, boy?’
Words in beauteous tones and syllables,
chosen in some divine bout of unthinking
inspiration, flowed like liquid lavender
up my throat, out my mouth as though I

Elizabethan
Lament
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I could have said that. But in the hindsight’s
providence everything is more manageable.
I could have done many things.
‘Met a woman, then’, he said. ‘Walked the
park every day.’ He licked his lips, beads of
sweat dripping down his cheeks and nose.
‘Beautiful woman. Smart, too. Far smarter
than I could ever be. She’d the bluest eyes,
brownest hair, fullest form.’ He tapped the
table, grinding his teeth. ‘Do you have a
woman, boy?’

But my drink’s beast squirmed and all
I could muster to do was dip my hand
in, scooping out the black mass. I felt it
sucking at my hand. No action came more
naturally than tightening my grip, feeling
it burst like overripe fruit. Its red juice ran
down my sleeve.
I could have done that.
How I wish I could make those moments
mine again. But in all cases only on looking
back does any alternative, no matter how
petty, become apparent.
It was not fear, not morality that stopped
me. It was a crushing weight on my throat
as the bastard breathed down my neck. My
skin felt raw. I sweltered and wanted to
stand, but remained still. Looking forward
I let my sweat drip to the floor and paste
my body as my drink’s beast squirmed.
‘Do you hate me, boy?’ Festering meat and
rotted fruit erupted from his throat, from
his maggot-infested bowels, onto my face
in clinging gases.

All thoughts of violence sublimated, a
treacle through my body, in my hands, in
my legs; now it was beyond outbursts. If I
stood up my hands would have wrapped
around his neck, I would have drowned
him, made him scream, heard a crack.

One phrase resounds through my mind
with infinite branches: ‘I could…’

A man walked through the wet pebbles of
18th Century London, his coat dripping
with moisture. The rain continued to pelt
down and howl at the dreams of children.
London’s streets were dead silent as if
life had evaporated like the breath of the
mysterious man.

The cobbles squeaked under his shoes,
and water seeped through the soles. A
corrugated iron gate marked the border
round the grave yard and he pushed it
forward. His strides became long and sad,
as did his thoughts. A gravel path snaked
over a hill to a dull, marble gravestone. On
it was written:

He held a leather briefcase by his side,
though whatever it contained was
waterlogged and wrecked. The man sighed
his feeling away as he passed ‘The Lonely
Pedestrian’ Tavern, drunken fishermen
and businessmen howling with laughter
inside, and continued without the aid of
alcohol.
Another bystander, the Undertaker,
emerged from a back alley and tipped his
top-hat to the man, his whiskers brushing
across his chest. The man continued
without reply, for which the Undertaker
did not deserve.

By Michael Taylor
Year 12, Scotch College
HAWTHORN – VIC.

Sarah Abigail
Beloved Wife to Clive Abigail and
Talented Actress
1731–1794
May Her Soul Be Forgiven of Sins
The mysterious man crouched down and
bowed his head. A single teardrop fell from
his shadowed face.
By Gray Matheson
Year 7, Anglican Church Grammar School
BRISBANE – QLD.
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“T

To Dream a Dream

here was a fountain, in the
middle of the park. But is it just
a dream or is it real? Maybe I
will just go touch it.” Lara reaches over and
touches the water only to get an electrical
shock. “Ouch!” Lara cries. Only to realise
that the shock was not powerful and did
not really hurt. Again she reaches over only
to be splashed with water. Bucket loads of
it. Suddenly she wakes up.

She realises that she is in her room in
Southern California, and everything
around her is wet. Her blond hair, her
pyjamas, her bed spread. Everything was
drenched. Shaking, she looks around her
and sees a mysterious creature lurking in
the corner.
Slowly she stutters, “Wh… Who are
you?”.
“I am a creature from the far away land
of Barsa, and I have come to retrieve you,
ordered by my king, Princess”, the creature
replies.
“Princess? What king?” Lara questions.
“Why, King Lucas, and you are destined
to be the new Queen of Barsa. You must
hurry now otherwise we might be seen!”
the creature replies harshly.

“Can I say goodbye to my parents first?”
whispered Lara.
“You have ten minutes then we shall be
off ” answers the creature.
“I have one last question.”

“He ran away because he loved me not the
woman he was meant to marry”, claimed
Mum. “Can I continue now?” exclaimed
Mum.
“Sorry” apologised Lara.

“What is your name?” requested Lara.

“Thank you. Anyway… His brother took
the woman and the crown and had three
children. You must be destined to marry
their oldest son!”

“Don-Don” he replies.

“OK! Wow!” croaked Lara.

Lara rushes downstairs to her parents’
bedroom and sneaks in trying not to make
a noise on the new floorboards. She gives
each of them a kiss on the cheek, and as
she leaves the room her mum wakes up and
says, “Lara, sweetie, what’s the matter?”.

“This is so exciting, we shall come with
you”, exclaimed Mum. “Tony! Tony! Wake
up!”

“Make it quick!” warned the creature.

“What is it, Lisa?” groaned Lara’s Dad.

“Do you know anything about the land of
Barsa?” whispers Lara.

“Lara has been summoned to marry
Garry’s oldest son”, announced Mum. “Oh
and we have to go with her to Barsa.”

“Yes, but I will tell you in the morning, go
back to sleep” replies Mum.

“Why, I have not seen Garry since I left”,
moaned Dad.

“I have to go now, mum. Just tell me what
you know” said Lara.

“Well you are going, so hurry up and pack
your bags!”, demanded Mum.

“Why do you have to leave now?” screams
Mum.

Lara went back to her room to help DonDon pack her bags, when she entered her
room she found a huge suitcase sitting on
her bed.

“Why must we hurry?” questioned Lara.

“Because Don-Don says so”, replies Lara
calmly.

“As soon as light hits everyone will see
that you are missing and will search you
and they will be able to see us!” explained
the creature.

“OK I will tell you where Barsa is”, Mum
says. “Barsa is where your father was born
and he was meant to be the king until your
father ran away. Hi…”
“Why did he run away?” interrupted
Lara.

“I heard your parents are coming”, declared
Don-Don.
“How did you know?” questioned Lara.
“I can hear from distances quite well”,
explained Don-Don.
“How is that possible?”, Lara asked.
“I am part pixie, and each pixie has their
own ability and mine is good hearing”,
revealed Don-Don.
“Cool!” cried Lara.
“We should be going now, go and get your
parents and tell them we are waiting on the
roof!” demanded Don-Don.
Lara ran to her parents’ bedroom and
yelled, “Meet us on the roof in two
minutes!”.
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“She is, isn’t she? Can you put that gently
on her for me please?”, coaxed Don-Don.
Lara reached over and grabbed the saddle.
After her parents had finally finished
packing their bags and came outside they
could finally leave. They went out into the
blue sky as the animals woke up. Although
her parents were in a happy mood, Lara
could not help but think about the people
she would meet in Barsa. Her whole entire
life she had been told that her dad was an
only child and only now, at the age of 11,
she was told that she had an uncle and
three cousins.
After what felt like hours they finally
arrived at the place known as Barsa. Slowly
Lara got off the horse and set foot on what
was apparently to be her new kingdom if
she gets married. But will she like it here?
Or will it be just like no Christmas?
“Wow, it has not changed one bit since I
left”, Dad said.
Lara looked around and touched a small
flower that was blooming nearby. Then she
walked over to where she heard voices, and
saw a young girl sitting on a stool talking
into a mobile phone.
The girl saw Lara staring and said to her
“Come and sit”.
Reluctantly Lara sat down and said to the
girl “What is your name?”.
“My name is Payton and I am your cousin,
I heard you are meant to marry my
brother” she exclaimed.
Lara then said “What is the name of the
person I am meant to marry?”.
“Ethan is the name of the one you will
marry. So when did your wings grow?”,
Payton joked.
“My what?”, Lara questioned.
“That was a joke”, replied Payton.
“Oh”, Lara said shyly.
“Come, I will show you around the palace”,
informed Payton.
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Payton showed Lara around the palace and
after about 10 minutes they finally came
across Ethan.
Payton introduced them to each other and
Ethan then said “I have to go but father
wants to see you in his office”. He said,
pointing to Lara, “You will escort her, won’t
you Payton?”.
Payton nodded. He then left and both Lara
and Payton left to go to the king’s office.
When Lara entered the massive office she
could not take it all in at once, and the king
must have seen that on her face as he said
“Have a seat, I would like to talk to you
about your future here in Barsa.”
Lara could not manage anything but a
nod.
“Good, to start with… Would you love my
son and not leave the kingdom to him all
himself?” replied the king.
“Well I would have to get to know him
before I marry him. But if I do love him
then yes, I would”, Lara answered.
They talked for a while, then the king told
Lara that Payton would take her to her
suite and she could have the rest of the
night to do whatever she wants to do.

Wake Me Up

Then she sprinted outside to find Don-Don
and found him saddling up four horses.
She loped towards the closest horse and
said in a hushed voice, “Beautiful!”.

Payton led the way down a long corridor
and on the left was Lara’s suite. She entered
the room and was immediately surprised
by the texture on the walls. Payton went to
leave but Lara yelled out “Can you stay?”.
“Sure”, Payton said, surprised.
They talk for a little, but then Payton has
to excuse herself. When Lara is finally
by herself she feels threatened. She feels
scared. She is shaking with terror. What if
she does not love him? Will she still be able
to live up to her uncle’s expectations?
Suddenly the ground starts to shake. Is it
an earthquake? A tornado? A tsunami?
Lara hears her name in the distance, and
looks around only to see blackness. Is Lara
dying? That’s what she thinks, but when
the sound of her dad’s voice echoes, she
realises that she is not in Barsa. Barsa does
not even exist. But instead she is at home,
and all is well, there is nothing to be afraid
of and she does not have to marry Ethan.
Remember dreams are not real!
By Caitlin Louise Howell
Year 7,
Peter Moyes Anglican Community School
Perth – WA

Riding along the side of the road, enjoying the feeling of speed.
Lying on the side of the road – why does my head bleed?
I hear sirens, what’s going on. I need to stay awake.
Lots of chatter, loud crying and tears. I try to stay awake.
Slowly I drift away, no longer am I alert.
The pain has drifted into space, no longer awake on earth
Where am I, can’t see or hear. Am I still awake?
Why is it so dark? Am I on a bed? My mind is still awake.
Lying across the hospital bed, when will I wake up?
My mum crying on my lap, waiting for me to wake up.
In a sleep I can’t escape. I want to wake up?
All the sad faces in the room – when will I wake up?!
What will happen to me, will I ever wake up?
Like a suffocating blanket,
I can feel their pain.
A hopeless kiss on the forehead.
When will I wake up?
They say goodnight. They say goodbye!
I can see a light...
By Sarah Fleming
Year 6, Seymour College
GLEN OSMOND – SA
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I

Train Station Girl

like train stations. There’s something
about them that attracts me – the
almost lazy air of waiting, the rush
when the train arrives. It’s a meeting
place, a stop on a journey, the end of all,
the beginning... But I am mumbling to
myself again.
I sit up straighter, out of the slouch that
my age and these confounded train station
chairs seem to mould my body into, and
look around.
My eyes slide over the few people here.
A girl, perched on a seat a little way from
mine, catches my eye. She is pretty and
young – maybe eighteen – with curly,
shoulder-length black hair. The thing that
makes her stand out is that she does not
have ear buds, and she is not using a phone.
I am impressed. But then I realise that she
seems nervous. She taps her fingers on the
arm of the metal chair and her eyes dart
like black, flashing dragonflies.
I wonder why. Maybe she’s running late.
Maybe she’s scared.

I tell myself to stop being so nosy and
deliberately turn my gaze away. There is a
big family in the corner who are arguing
loudly over something.
The train rushes in. I can see the girl in
the corner of my eye. She is fidgeting even
more now, running her fingers over her bag
and fixing her hair with little brown pins.
The train doors swoosh open and people
flood out. The big family hustle onto the
train, and an empty plastic bag they left
behind slides across the cement. The girl
does not move. So she must be waiting.
Then, I realise that there is someone
standing in front of her and I push myself
up in alarm. He is a young man with a nice
face, blond-haired and blue-eyed.
What? I do a double-take and stare at him,
my eyes bulging. The train leaves, but it
doesn’t matter. I didn’t come here to catch
it anyway. But... isn’t that my grandson?
Trevor is still totally unaware of my
presence and says something to the girl,

who nods. Then he looks around. He
stares at me sitting here, and goes pale as
he recognises me.
The words “girlfriend”, “grandmother” and
“oops” flash through my mind.
I stand and walk up to them. My dear
grandson looks like a tomato.
“Excuse me”, I say, smiling. “Could you
kindly tell me where the toilets are?”
He looks at her, then at me, and points
wordlessly.
“Thank you.” I walk off, turn the corner
and lean against the wall, gasping with
laughter. Their voices float back to me.
“What was that about? Are you okay?”
Trevor’s girlfriend sounds concerned.
He laughs, relieved. “I’m all right.”
I peek around to see them leaving the
station, heads bent together, hands
intertwined. They are way too close to
each other, but I just shuffle out, muttering,
“Kids these days...”
By Hannah Joy Thurlow
Age 15
NORTH ISIS – QLD.
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Ambassadors
 Krista Bell is an award-winning author of twenty-six books for young readers. Krista has been
professionally involved in children’s literature for over thirty years, as well as being the mother of three
sons, all of whom are good readers and writers! Krista’s middle son, Damien, is the illustrator of her
junior novels. Having grown up in Sydney, Krista had her own bookshop, was a publicist for a publishing
company, started as a book reviewer on ABC Radio, and during that time moved to Melbourne with
her family. She now reviews books regularly on ABC Radio in Queensland.
It was in Melbourne that her first book, JEZZA, a picture book illustrated by Kym Lardner, was published
in 1991. Krista calls the way she writes FIBTION, because she takes real life experiences, embroiders
them with fibs and turns them into stories.
Krista lives with her transport planner husband next to a railway line so she can quickly catch a train to
the MCG to watch a football or cricket match, or go to the theatre, a concert or the National Gallery in
town, or visit South Bank or Federation Square where she can be a professional “stickybeak”, collecting
story ideas. Visit www.kristabell.com .
Paul Collins was born in England, raised in New Zealand and moved to Australia in 1972. In 1975 he
launched Void, the first professional science fiction magazine Australia had seen since the demise of the joint
Australian and British production Vision of Tomorrow. His first fantasy novel for younger readers was The
Wizard’s Torment. Paul then edited the young adult anthology Dream Weavers, Australia’s first heroic fantasy
anthology ever. This was followed by Fantastic Worlds, and Tales from the Wasteland. Paul’s recent works
include the highly successful fantasy series (co-edited with Michael Pryor), The Quentaris Chronicles, to which
Paul also contributes titles (Swords of Quentaris, Slaves of Quentaris, Princess of Shadows and Dragonlords of
Quentaris); The Jelindel Chronicles, in which Dragonlinks was the first title, and The Earthborn Wars trilogy,
of which The Earthborn was the first title. Visit www.paulcollins.com.au for more. 

 Anna Ciddor has always been fascinated by the question, ‘What if I lived in another time or place?’.
She changed career from maths teacher to author so she’d have the excuse to spend lots of time doing
research. She has written and illustrated over fifty books, including the highly popular and exciting Viking
Magic trilogy: Runestone, Wolfspell and Stormriders. Bravery, friendship, and a dash of magic are the keys
to these adventure stories, which are based on real Viking history. Runestone was chosen as a Children’s
Book Council Notable Book in 2003 and has been shortlisted for many awards. You can find out more
about Anna and her books at www.annaciddor.com.
Anna keeps in touch with her readers through school visits and her website, but she is also keen to encourage
the writing efforts of budding young authors through the Young Australian Writers’ Awards.

Meredith Costain lives in Melbourne with a menagerie of pets: five chooks, a cat, a kelpie and a red heeler,
which often feature in her stories. Her work ranges from picture books through to popular fiction and nonfiction for older readers, and she is the literary editor of national children’s magazines Challenge, Explore and
Comet. Meredith’s books include the series A Year in Girl Hell, Dog Squad, Bed Tails and Musical Harriet,
which was adapted for television by the ABC. Her picture book Doodledum Dancing, illustrated by Pamela
Allen, was an Honour Book in the 2007 Children’s Book Council of Australia awards.
Meredith regularly presents writing workshops for kids and adults in libraries and schools, and enjoys
helping writers create stories based on their own experiences. To find out more about her books, pets and
early writing years, visit www.meredithcostain.com . 

 Jeni Mawter (J.A. Mawter) is the best-selling children’s author of the hilarious ‘So’ series: So Gross!, So
Feral!, So Sick!, So Festy!, So Grotty! and So Stinky! (HarperCollins) as well as the Freewheelers adventure
series: Unleashed!, Launched! and Extreme! (HarperCollins). Jeni’s picture book There’s a Sun Fairy in Our
Garden was based on her family life with her three children. She has also published fiction, non-fiction,
poetry and verse narrative for the education market.
Jeni’s enthusiasm for words and books is infectious. She inspires both children and adults. With a Master
of Arts in Children’s Literature Jeni has taught creative writing at Macquarie University, the NSW Writer’s
Centre and the Sydney Writers Centre. She presents at numerous other schools, conferences and festivals
and is a speaker for the Lateral Learning, Show & Tell and Speaker’s Ink speaker’s agencies.
If you’d like to find about Jeni’s books or to get some hot writing tips please visit www.jenimawter.com
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Heatwave

H

er thin, spidery fingers twisted
the soft cotton material of her
dress. Little corkscrews of fabric
slowly unfolded in the afternoon sun, and
settled into the flat plane of faded flowers
that stretched over her knees. The sun was
creeping up her legs, and she felt its angry
heat on the paper-thin skin that peeped
from above her socks. Grace almost
expected it to catch fire. Tiny glowing
embers crawled up her leg and wispy
smoke trails zigzagged their way towards
her clothing. Grace closed her eyes.
‘Mum! So this is where you are hiding!’
Lois, her daughter, strode towards her, a
formidable silhouette against the glare of
the sun that had moved below the edge
of the veranda. She grabbed the handles
of the wheelchair and pushed her across
the grass. Lois chattered with an abrasive
cheerfulness that hurt Grace’s head.
‘The barbecue is starting! I had forgotten
you were just around the corner. The new
house is just so beautiful. Annette is a very
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lucky girl! When I was twenty, I was still
living at home! You remember, mother.’
Grace did remember. Lois hadn’t left home
until she was twenty-eight. Even then, she
had always come back to visit her. Lately,
the visits had turned more into an act of
duty, and Grace had sensed this with a
growing sadness that had not subsided
over the years.
Grace was parked in the shade of the
clothesline, amongst a ring of chairs
surrounding the barbecue. Lois’ husband
was struggling with the gas bottle. He
looked up.
‘Hey there, Gracie!’ His bald head glistened
in the sun, and Grace was reminded of a
boiled egg. She watched it bend over the
barbecue again, and tried to remember his
name. Steven? Andrew?
With a burst of noise, everyone trooped
out the door and onto the grass, gushing
about the new house. Annette was smiling,
her dyed red hair swinging in the sun and

her eyes sparkling. Grace was suddenly
filled with happiness, and a tear escaped
her eye and made a small dark spot that
spread slowly outwards on her lap. Annette
glimpsed Grace and waved enthusiastically.
Grace raised a frail hand from her lap, but
it only moved a few inches.
The air shimmered faintly from the heat,
and seemed to vibrate with the buzz of
conversation. Everyone was seated, and
the brown grass pressed up between the
toes of children, uncles and cousins. Lois
had something on her mind.
‘So Annette, where is the baby’s room
going to be? I need some grandchildren
to look after!’
Everyone laughed, but only Grace noticed
the flash of pain that darkened Annette’s
beautiful face, and the way her partner’s
knuckles whitened in his lap. Grace didn’t
miss much, not even the faint swell of her
granddaughter’s stomach at Christmas,
and how it had disappeared at New Year’s.
Sometimes she wondered how much Lois
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actually knew about her children. They
were slipping through her fingers like Lois
had slipped through hers. If only Frank
had been there. She thought of the day he
had proposed to her.
They had been walking along the beach,
the white fingers of the waves reaching
for their feet with each step. Frank
had suddenly stopped, and Grace had
continued walking, lost in her thoughts of
the sea. He called her name and she turned,
surprised when she saw him kneeling. She
rushed forward, thinking he had hurt his
foot on a sharp rock, and saw it sparkle
in his hand.
‘Will you, Grace? Will you?’
Grace closed her eyes again. All the
conversations blended into one. Grace felt
distant. She felt old.
‘Mum! Don’t you want great grandchildren?
Wouldn’t it be great to have great
grandchildren?’ Lois was at it again.
Grace opened her eyes, and then her
mouth, a signal for needing water. Lois
sighed, and went inside. Annette’s lips
were pressed together in a thin, white line
as she furiously stared up at the sky. The
clouds were sparse and little ragged shreds

of white hastily flapped away from the heat
of the sun.

Annette snapped. ‘You can’t even look after
your own children!’

Lois returned and tipped a glass to Grace’s
lips. She managed a mouthful before the
water started trickling down her neck.
Lois frowned and dabbed at the dampness
around her mouth with her sleeve. Grace
stopped being embarrassed long ago,
but the frown on her daughter’s face was
something that had always affected her.
She tiredly moved her head aside, and Lois
hissed in annoyance.

There was silence. Lois placed her plate
on the grass by her feet and straightened.
Everyone watched, stunned, as she turned,
and walked into the house, the screen
door screeching mournfully as it closed
behind her.

‘I’m just trying to help you, Mum. Some
thanks would be nice.’
Annette spoke up. ‘How can she thank you
when she can’t talk?’
Everyone fell silent, and awkwardly tried to
hide their interest in the family drama by
looking away. A faint blush was creeping
up Lois’ neck from her collar.
‘I know that, Annette dear, I’m just trying
to help her.’
‘You’re tipping water on her! You’re not
helping!’
‘Annette, that’s enough.’ Lois said angrily.
‘I think I would know how to look after
my own mother.’

Far Away Land

Annette burst into tears and followed her
mother into the house. Grace suddenly
remembered what Frank had told her
when Lois had said those same words to
her, back in the tiny kitchen of their old
home.
‘Like mother like daughter.’
Grace listened as Lois and Annette’s
voices wafted from the house. They were
like frightened birds in a cage, hitting the
bars, and each other. The shadows had
lengthened on the grass when Grace saw
them hugging through the window, and she
thought about how history always repeated
itself. The sun was on her legs again, but
this time she couldn’t feel the heat.
By Bekka Hillan
Year 12, Eynesbury Senior College,
ADELAIDE – SA

I came from a land that’s far far away
where adults stole food and children couldn’t play.
They worked in a workhouse sewing day through till night
with children who were restless and up for a fight.
Beggars were out on the street begging to stay
at a poor person’s house for one night and a day.
I used to live in fear of being taken on the street
by workhouse employees who hit, shoot and beat.
Nobody was sure who was safe and who was not,
but we were all grateful for what we had got.
On the ship they took me away to a very strange place
where the workhouse employees set up a convicted base.
Now a happy place is where I stand
away from that far far away land.
By Brigette Lill
Year 5, Loreto Kirribilli
KIRRIBILLI – NSW
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Such a Bad Place
Don’t you just feel sad
bad
To know how people are
ing
dy
are
Some people
ing
And some people are fly
e
Will the world ever be nic
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we may seem lik
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but that doesn’t me
night.
m
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you should always wa
e in such a safe place
Don’t you feel happy to liv
race
they’re fighting over their
But in different countries
to face
we are glad we don’t need
ce.
pla
such a bad
By Thomas Docherty

Why?
Why don’t make a difference?
Why are people selfish?
Can we make a difference?
Yes we can !!!!!
Why am I so sad?
Why am I so mad?
Why do people fight?
Why do people bite?
Why do people do this?
Why do people wreck nature?
Why do people bomb places that do not belong to them?
Why am I so mad?
Why am I so sad?
Why are people killing?
Why are people dying?
Why do people have to judge?
Why do people have lie?
Why am I so sad?
Why am I so mad?
Why don’t people make friends?
Why don’t people use peace?
Why not smile?
Why not use joy?
Why don’t we make a difference?
Why are people selfish?
Can we make a difference ?
YES WE CAN !!!!!!!
By Kate Dahlstrom
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Make a
Change
Our world is being taken,
By evil and chaos,
We must all reawaken,
The good in our heart,
And be people of justice,
As justice is an art,
Don’t be estrange,
Just make a change.

Poetry
Year 6, St. Cecilia’
GLEN IR

By Samuel Waldron

What is Wrong
with the World?
yone?
What has happened to the world ever
one.
no
to
er
answ
they
like
People are killing
.
bad
e
gon
ere
ewh
som
The world has
people being sad.
But is there anything we can do to stop
I know for a fact we are in danger.
a stranger.
But does the mean we have to attack
If we don’t do anything
Then lots of people died for nothing.
So I ask all of you
Together is there anything we can’t do?
That’s all I have to say.
But it isn’t over at the end of the day.
By Callum Cooper
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Make a Change
Maybe we can make the world a bett
er place
Are we all really haters
Knowledge is what we really want not
insanity
Everyone is driven by power and gree
d
All people should be treated the sam
e whether you’re black or white
Children are being abused
How will we ever change this world
Are we going to stop the hate
No one will be left unless we make a
stand
God what is wrong with world
Everyone can’t we all just get along
By Luke Simcocks

Difference
I’m in my bed and I’m really scared
I’m wondering why no one cares
ly sad
I am thinking about the war and real
mad
r
supe
racism also makes me
rence
I am only small but I can make a diffe
distance
r
you
keep
to
but my dad always tells me
the tv
on
turn
and
I wake up in the morning
please me
sn’t
doe
that
there’s more war and blood and
and
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t
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I walk out the door and I
e
renc
I will make a diffe
I will become a man

y from
’s Primary School
RIS – VIC.

By Dylan Christo

World Problems
Have you ever woken up
one day
Honestly thought about
the world and said it’s OK
And then turned on the
T.V.
To see cruel people killin
g mindlessly
Motivated by power and
greed
We see it regularly
But still we leave it to oth
ers to deal with
You feel powerless but you
’re not
you are all that you want
to be
you just have to raise you
r voice and speak
you can be the spark
The ONE
The change
The world can be EVIL bu
t

spell it backwards

what do you see...

Disaster
Reflection
Pain & death,
You can barely take a bre
ath,
Gases in the air,
Bodies everywhere,

Armies killing innocents
,
Without using common
sense,
Killin’ anyone who could
be a threat,
Taking down protesters
until their power is met,
Other countries try to ass
ist,
Even though the terrorists
disappear into the mist,
The terrorists are all scared
for their life,
All equipped with a knife
,
Those are the things I’ve
seen,
Why are they so mean,
You can come join me,
So we can set the world
free.
By Nicholas Trnacek

By Harry McLean
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Making
a Change

Oh the
World

What is going on?
The world is going wrong
People dropping bombs
It is taking too long.

I wake up in the morning
Watch the TV news
I think to myself
Oh the world

It’s time for a change
It’s time to make things right,
It’s time to change the world
without starting a fight.

Oh the world
Has its wonders
But troubles too
Too many men die fighting
Too many kids lie crying

If we all come together
We can spread the word
By stopping all the disasters
We can change the world
By Lucy Dee

But what could I do?
y problems troubling you
man
so
h
Wit
Could I really make a difference?
Could I really make a change?
Oh the world
Has its wonders
But its troubles to
Too many men die fighting
Too many kids lie crying
Palaces are burning
So many people are – are hurting
Through it all you see
The values of humanity
Swept away by the storm
Of greed, hate and prejudice
Oh the world
Has its wonders
But its troubles to
Too many men die fighting
Too many kids lie crying

Poetry from
Year 6,
St. Cecilia’s
Primary School
GLEN IRIS – VIC.

One Act of
Kindness
We may just be little,
We may just be small,
But inside we’re dominant, massive and
tall.
We can fight any problem,
Conquer the world,
But in this lovely oyster,
Some things rot the pearl.
I’m not saying you don’t have some pati
ence,
I’m just saying your train,
It has many stations.
Don’t miss the right one and step off
at war,
Or manslaughter, killing or savage or
more.
You have more than two choices,
More than just good or bad,
Be a doctor, a nurse or just make peo
ple glad.
But don’t take others’ choices,
It’s just horribly cold.
And this is coming from someone,
Who’s just 12 years old.
So take a good look,
At yourself in the glass,
Don’t waste any food,
Others’ chances are vast.
But just take a couple of minutes a day,
One act of kindness,
Cannot
Go
Astray.
By Hannah Singh

But we could make a change
If we simply told the truth
If we simply shared our things
If we simply started to believe
Together we would stand
United we would save the land
Oh the world
Has its wonders
But its troubles too
Together we will fix it
Just don’t let it worry you
By Charlie Kent
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the gates. He pulled out a paperclip and
twisted it round in the lock. They swung
open, and he stood, fighting against the
ominous sense of dread that overcame
him. Moving again he dragged himself
through the dark expanse, slamming the
doors behind him. His massive sigh of
relief could have filled a zeppelin.
He clutched his IV haemopenetrator,
braced himself, and stabbed into his
wound. He howled inhumanly while he
wrapped up the bandage. Then he carried
on.
Finally his journey came to this, this
room.

He opened his eyes.
The fire lapped at his feet and legs like a
mass of burning tongues. The unbearable
stench of death filled the atmosphere
around him. He could see the maleficent
purple x-ray streams blast through the
air in pencil thin lines. The shrill sound
of the guns pierced through his brain.
A girl shrieked as a shot drilled through
her chest and she collapsed in a smoking
heap, clutching her wound as her cells
decayed from radiation poisoning. The
girl’s weapon clattered across the floor,
landing next to his feet.
More screams. More shots. More death.
All he knew was this: His name was D12
and this ship was dangerous.
Get to the door. That’s all he needed to
do.
He scrambled down the hill, groping for
his gun. He raised it and twirled round,
beaming a ray into the head of a pursuing
guard, who crashed to the ground like
a puppet with cut strings. He staggered
determinedly towards the looming gates,
purple bursts surrounding his body. One
hit his leg. The hole sizzled through his flesh
spewing blood like a crimson fountain.
Grimacing from sudden searing pain he
struggled on until mercifully he reached
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“So you found me then?” boomed a voice
that seemed to echo in his mind. He spun
around hesitantly, fearing what he was
going to see. But what he saw frightened
him even more than he had expected. He
saw himself. Nearly. The other ‘he’ had a
smile. A smile that told tales. A smile that
hinted screams. A smile that portrayed not
happiness, glee or joy. Just pain...
“Enemy!” he snarled at the mirror of
himself, while baring his teeth like a rabid
dog.
“No,” said the other man. “Friend. I am you.
You are me. I am D11 and you are D12.

We’re duplicates. From a Military Class
Atomic Particle Duplication Machine”.
“No!” D12 growled viciously. “These are
lies. All lies. I am me. You are you – the
destroyer of worlds, the Emperor of pain,
the oncoming conqueror.” He seethed with
hate like a red ant swarm.
D11 paused before he replied. “I am sorry
brother, this man you talk of is... well...
y-y-you”.
“Lies!” D12 yelled, his dagger clutched in
his hand, a steel missile. He leapt towards
his doppelganger and thrust the dagger
through his chest. D11 keeled over, a
branch of blood blossoming from his
wound like a tree. He lay on the ground
before finally sputtering out his final
words. “Remember – the pink elephant
sets in the East before the snow and rain
falls upwards... ohhhh...”
I wept and wept, my tears running like a
waterfall over his lifeless husk. And then
the man was gone.
So anyway, that’s my life. I am him, he is
me, we are one. I’ve got a family – a life,
I guess. I figured out what that man was
saying – it was an old quote from the TV
program Dr Who. “Pain and loss and grief,
they define us as much as happiness or love.
If it’s a world or a relationship, everything
has its time. And everything ends.”
Just like D11.
By Morpheus Frater
Year 6, Burpengary State School
BURPENGARY – QLD.

Snowflakes
Snowflakes are drifting down the path,
The air is a cool breeze going past,
Snowflakes are falling at night,
The snow is no longer white.

The tweeting of words,
From the many birds,
Are sung in the air,
And are heard everywhere.

The life of a snowflake is past,
As the fall of it goes fast,
The water is ice,
As the cold is like rice.

A duck swims in the lakes,
Unware of the snakes,
The duck is quick to see,
And makes its very swift flee.

The summer is bright,
As there is no more ice,
The frozen lakes and oceans,
Are now again in motion.

By Lillian Systermans
Age 13, Burwood Girls’ High School
CROYDON – NSW
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Unbidden

The darkness came unbidden
Hidden in my smile.
Dark wants and needs all surround.
The dark light dances in my eyes
A constant scream builds up
And silent tears fall
Never shown.
These nightmares rage on and on
A viscous turmoil with no end.
But in this darkness there is solace
No screams or tears to reach this one void
A sweet silence in the depths of my revere.
The darkest light the lightest dark
But know set fight I break
Both light and darkness fall and rise one found one lost but never mine.
For all it’s worth they battle fear escapes me running rampant.
The darkness grows and grows and the shadows lie hidden in night
Like traps they spring.
Where has the light gone?
All I feel is a hollow heart and all I hear is its echo driving me mad.
A spark catches and ignites.
This blackened world burns bright once more.
Soon the fire dies but the darkness does not return.
Now there is just me. Both light and dark intertwined.
By Tanisha Matthews-Gunn
Year 11, Assumption College
BERWICK – VIC.

The Two Brothers

T

his story occurred when our great
grandfathers were children. It all
started in the first days of a world
called ‘Calfie’, there were two princes in that
world. One named ‘Travalga – The Great
Wizard’, who always obeyed his parents
and did the right things. His brother was
named ‘Viser – The Evil Medusa’, who
never obeyed his parents. He believed he
was the master of his world.
One day the two brothers were in their
bedrooms, Viser slowly crept into his
brother’s room and started having a
conflict about who was the most
handsome. To quieten the kids, mum
thought they could have a playing
competition. The kids had other
ideas in mind.
They decided to open a portal that
led to another planet call ‘Earth’.
They did not know what Earth
looked like, so it was very new for
them. A few minutes after they
got to Earth they spotted two
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innocent people relaxing on the beach,
whose names were ‘Jadis and Digory’.
Viser generated vicious storms and gales
of wind to destroy the place. On the other
hand, Travalga did something beautiful.
He cast a spell which made flowers grow.
Viser was now very angry, as Travalga
was more attractive, so he tried to make
the flowers shrink and that’s what he did.
Travalga cast a spell on the two people and
to them he was more attractive. Viser was
now very livid. He turned Jadis and Digory
into stone.

Travalga was surprised that his brother
turned two very innocent people into
stone. He was now very furious at his
brother. He reversed the spell so that Jadis
and Digory could become normal again, as
soon as he did this the friends were puzzled
of what just happened. Viser was now so
angry at his brother. He was so cross that
he was going to turn Travalga into stone.
Whilst he did this, Travalga swiftly got a
mirror and reflected it in Viser’s eyes, so
Viser turned himself into stone. Travalga’s
plan worked!
Travalga flew down, so Jadis and
Digory could say thanks to him and
they did and as far as I know it, Viser
is still stone, with his hair up and his
mouth opened, as if he was saying,
“AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA”.
The End
By Yash Singh
Age 8
KELLYVILLE RIDGE – NSW
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I

woke up to the merry sounds of
twittering and chirping birds. My
purple, velvet curtains were open, and
a gentle breeze swept through the wide
open window. The sun was just above the
distant horizon, and warm rays of sunlight
filled my room.
I wearily stumbled out of bed, had a quick
shower and got dressed. After a delicious
breakfast of pancakes with syrup, fruit
and cream, I brushed my teeth, and then
sat down on my bed. I was unsure of what
to do next. I considered walking the dogs,
but I felt too tired to.
While thinking, I absent-mindedly
knocked over my craft box. Beads went
flying, ribbons floated away out the
window and sequins were scattered across
the ground. As I rushed around to gather
up my precious objects, I noticed a dull
gleam from underneath the cupboard.
Curious, I reached underneath and
carefully slid it out. It was coated in dust,
and what was underneath the coating was
barely visible to one’s eye.
I blew the thick layer of dust off the strange
object, and inspected the object carefully.
It was an ancient, silver key, with swirls of
pretty engravings and patterns all the way
down the edge. The silver was tarnished
and faded, and I could barely read the tiny
words that were etched into the centre.
Puzzled, I decided to discover where the
key would take me. I searched around until
I finally found a small, iron door, fixed into
the wall of my room. Carefully, I fitted
the key into the key hole and turned it.
The door slowly creaked open. I
hesitated, uncertain whether
to go in, but, overwhelmed
by curiosity, I clambered
through…

The Key
I found myself in a mysteriously desolate
and barren land, covered in a frigid, dense
mist. No plants or shrubs grew, and I could
see nothing that was living. Everything
I saw were shades of black and white,
as if colour had been sucked out of this
world. A howling gale whipped at my hair,
screeching like an evil demon. I shivered,
feeling tremendously cold from the blasts
of gelid wind.
Just then, I heard a threatening snarl
behind me, and I spun around. A wolf
was glaring at me with hatred through
its fiery red eyes, ready to pounce on me.
I panicked, turned and blindly ran away,
stumbling over rocks and cracks in the
ground’s surface. I could hear the deep
panting of the wolf, eager to kill. I felt the
moisture of its hot breath on my legs. I
suddenly tripped, falling headfirst to the
ground. I sensed warm trickles of blood
running down my face, but I didn’t care
at this very moment.
I felt a solid object beside me. It was a skull.
A human skull. A sob escaped from my
throat, realising my terrible fate. As I lay
there, I heard a stamping of hooves and
an angry neigh. Startled, I sat bolt upright,
and stared in great astonishment. Chasing
away the wolf, a strange, mythical, horselike creature. It was Pegasus.
Shakily, I stood up and slowly approached
Pegasus, keeping my distance as not to
frighten him. Pegasus’ appearance was
enchanting. Unlike the dreary colour
of this strange world, he was the colour
of frosty snow, his wings like a swan’s
feathers. His eyes were a sapphire blue, and
I immediately felt warm and comforted.
Pegasus seemed to appreciate me, gently
nudging my arm and nickering. He had
saved my life and I was willing to do
something in return.
Pegasus lay down, indicating
that he wanted me to get on his
back. I climbed on, marvelling at the
softness of his fur. Without further
delay, Pegasus took off, into the
dark, gloomy atmosphere, leaving
behind all my fears. As we soared
over lifeless mountains and desert
plains, a pleasant feeling came
over me. I was as free as a bird,
with the wonderful ability to fly. I
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was a cloud, gently drifting along without
a care in the world. I felt as if I had the
power to control, to rule, the entire world.
Pegasus sensed my joy and whinnied in
agreement.
As we flew on, I was overcome with
immense weariness, and soon fell asleep…
When I woke up, the first thing I saw was
Pegasus. He was staring at my wound,
which I had obtained when I tripped
over. ‘I’m okay’, I murmured. Pegasus
didn’t seem to think so though. Placing
his hoof gently on my forehead, he used
his magic to heal the wound. I sighed
with relief and gratitude, and when he had
finished, I threw my arms around his neck.
I inspected the surroundings around me,
but to my disappointment, we were still in
the bleak land. Nevertheless, I made the
most of my time, playing games, flying
in the sky and having the time of my life.
I knew that this adventure would soon
be over.
Eventually, I had to return to the real
world. Pegasus flew me back to the small,
iron door, the way that I had arrived.
‘Thank you’, I said, as we landed, on the top
of the cliff. Tears were streaming down my
face, I didn’t want to leave him. I wanted
to stay forever, in his world, and share the
joy and fun with him. I received one last
nuzzle from Pegasus, then he rose into the
air and disappeared from sight.
As I walked towards the door, I heard a
menacing growl to my right. Panicking,
I edged backwards, away from my worst
nightmare: the wolf. In that split second, I
lost my footing. As I teetered on the edge
of the crumbling cliff, my arms flailing, I
saw the brief flash of victory in the wolf ’s
eyes. Then, I fell off the cliff, plunging a
hundred metres to my eventual demise…
I collided hard with the ground’s surface,
sending waves of pain and shock through
my limp body. I screamed in intense agony,
every part of my body aching. My chest
heaved, struggling for survival, though
I knew I wasn’t going to make it. Each
breath I took was getting shallower. My
vision gradually blurred, and I fought for
my breath. Just before I lost consciousness,
I heard a flurry of wings and a faint, gentle
whinny. Gasping, I summoned the last
of my strength, and quietly whispered,
‘Goodbye Pegasus’.
By Thanh-Mai Nguyen
Year 7, Walkerville Primary School
WALKERVILLE – SA
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The Weakness
of Courage
I’ve always put on a strong image,
Unbreakable, the best word to describe me.
Nothing could hurt me,
Nothing could make me cry…
…Or that’s what I thought I was…
Putting on a brave face every day,
Hiding behind a fake façade,
Covering up fear,
Covering up weakness…
…Even if it really hurts…
Just because I’m silent,
Doesn’t mean my heart isn’t bleeding,
Doesn’t mean I look as fine as I seem.
Because I need to have courage…
…Courage that ruined me for life…
I realised soon enough,
I have no courage.
I’m actually so weak,
So weak that I don’t even have the strength…
…The strength to say that I’m not fine…
Weaklings aren’t much good,
But hiding weakness is worse.
Inside my heart,
The fragile glass shatters…
…And I try to pretend nothing happened…
I don’t know how to cry,
Even if I must.
Even if my heart is bleeding to death,
Or the glass has permanently wounded me…
…I’ll never break down…
Eventually, I found out,
The immaturity of my character,
Taking courage as a simple matter,
Something that doesn’t mean hiding…
….It means uncovering…
True courage isn’t just a mask,
It isn’t about hiding your weak side.
It is the courage to let them see it,
And prove to the world…
…That you’re not afraid to show it…
By Karen Zhao
Year 7, Korowa Anglican Girls’ School
GLEN IRIS – VIC.

Imagine That
Turn your eyes inward, what can you see?
Perhaps a towering pillar of light amidst a raging sea,
Or a fertile plain of peaceful imagination,
Providing a receptacle of never ending insight and inspiration,
Can you see a battlefield, torn by open war?
As a result of the wounds of the past still bleeding and sore,
Can you decipher the infinite webs of dreams?
The product of an imaginative mind bursting at the seams,
See what you will, see what you may find,
But remember to never ever leave your imagination behind.
Look down deep inside your own mind,
What revelations and secrets long hidden shall you find?
The more you’ve seen then the more you know,
All the more seeds of inspiration and imagination for you to sow,
The smallest seed can become the tallest tree,
Sending thoughts and ideas long encaged flying free,
Sailing down a river of ideas to their home,
The great outside world where likeminded minds roam,
But you can’t inspire without inspiration,
And for inspiration you need a healthy imagination,
See what you will, see what you may find,
But remember to never ever leave your imagination behind.
What will you find in your mind, what memories and inspirations?
For they shall be the greatest stepping-stones to your aspirations,
Do you aspire to fly with birds up high?
Or do you dismiss this hope with a shrug and a sigh?
Do you aspire to swim with the fish?
Or do you shrug it off as a passing wish?
Do you aspire to be a doctor, providing the infirm with relief?
Or do you forget the idea as being a falsely founded belief?
See what you will, see what you may find,
But remember to never ever leave your imagination behind.
Dare to pull apart the shroud of the enigmatic,
To steer your thoughts straight when they begin to go erratic,
Keep your boat afloat in the tempest of the storm,
Or the loss of your imagination you will soon begin to mourn,
Find your niche and stay there,
Because the chaos outside is too much to bear,
Grass will grow over your great city,
But your ideas shall live on into infinity,
Do not despair at the coming of night,
For sunrise always follows, bringing warmth and light,
By others’ imaginations were you preceded,
And by your imagination will you be superseded,
See what you will, see what you may find,
But remember to never ever leave your imagination behind.
By Matthew Harper-Gomm
Year 10, Kambrya College
BERWICK – VIC.
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Deadwood Dog Joe

S

o you wanna know how I got
these ’ere scars then, do you? Well
it’s a long story and it sure as ’ell ain’t
pretty, son. You better sit a li’l closer to the
fire; we might be ’ere a while. Now listen
real close. This is the story o’ Deadwood
Dog Joe, the meanest, toughest gunslinger
this side o’ Mississippi.
Even the bravest o’ men averted their gaze
when Deadwood Dog Joe was in town.
’e had a double barrelled pistol hidden
up both o’ his sleeves and there weren’t
nothing but knives lining the inside o’
that there long, leather coat o’ his. ’e never
took that coat off, and some say it’s because
he weren’t even human underneath. You
didn’t wanna be messin’ with the likes o’
him, son. Rumour had it ’e killed twenty
armed men with nothin’ but his bare hands
and a shard o’ broken glass. There were’nt
no-one who crossed ol’ Deadwood Dog Joe
and lived. That is, until I came along.
I weren’t nothin’ but a petty criminal
back then, but I ’ad a deep-set hatred for
Deadwood Dog Joe. You see ’e killed both
o’ me parents jus’ for pleasure like – that’d
be your grandparents, son. Drowned ’em
in their own blood, he did. I wanted is ’ead
blown clean off ’is body, and I weren’t about
to dance around the matter. So when I saw
’im step into the saloon that day, I grabbed
my gun and I walked down there like I was
somethin’ invincible. You shoulda seen me,
boy, there was people partin’ in front o’ me
right an’ left. I walked up those steps and
threw open them swingin’ doors like I was
tough as nails. An’ son, it was the dumbest
thing I ever did.
’e was sittin’ across at the bar, bent o’er ’is
whiskey, ’is ’ead hardly visible ’neath a
cloud o’ tobacco smoke. I coulda ’ad a clean
shot from where I was standin’, but some
puny li’l sneak called out. Ratted on me, ’e
did an’ ol’ Deadwood Dog Joe ’ad his pistol
at my ’ead before you could even blink an
eyelid. I reckon’d I was a dead man right
then an’ there, but ’e was full o’ liquor an’
feelin’ a bit playful-like.

snarled, ‘I’m not gonna rest ’till you’re six
feet in the ground, you murderous piece
o’ low-life scum.’
The sneerin’ smile left ’is face and there
was a silence so still you coulda ’eard an ant
sneeze. Before I knew it, I was ’alfway up
the wall, ’is knife at me throat and ’is face
so close to mine I could see the veins in
his forehead pokin’ ’alfway out o’ his face.
It was that there moment when I knew
that Deadwood Dog Joe was no ordinary
outlaw. ’e was somethin’ else entirely.
‘Any last words before I make you scream
like you ain’t ever screamed before?’ he
growled.
Well son, there were a lot o’ things I
coulda said right then. I coulda said ’ow
much I loved your Ma. I coulda given me
last will an’ testament. I coulda told him
jus’ exactly what I thought o’ ’is pathetic
murderous ways. But I didn’t. I spat
straight in ’is face and I ain’t
ever seen a man roar like
ol’ Deadwood Dog Joe
did. He raked ’is knife
down me face so
many times I could
’ardly think from
screamin’. But in
the middle o’
that awful pain
I ’ad a moment
like you only
e v e r ’a v e
once in your
lifetime.

Well I grabbed ’is famous leather coat an’
I pulled with every bit o’ strength I ’ad.
It ripped open and fell to the ground an’
what I saw was a sight that will ’aunt me
for the rest o’ my days. You see boy, ’e ’ad
skin that was green as a grass snake, an it
shrivelled up when it touched the air like
it was burnin’. It weren’t long before ol’
Deadwood Dog Joe was a pile o’ ashes on
the ground, dead as a doornail.
Some folks reckon ’e was diseased or
somethin’, but I know the truth. Deadwood
Dog Joe was nothin’ but a man-eating
lizard from outer space. I killed more
than just an outlaw that day, son. I killed
me an alien.
By Bekka Hillan
Year 12, Eynesbury Senior College
ADELAIDE – SA

The world
stopped movin’
and I was suddenly
as calm an’ cool as
a lizard in a creek.
O’ course, everyone else
woulda said I was screamin’
blue murder, but I was
thinkin’ in me head. I was
calculatin’.

‘Well, well, well, what ’ave we got ’ere? A li’l
kid that thinks ’imself big enough to ’andle
the ol’ Deadwood Dog, eh?’ he hissed.
Look, I was madder than an angry bull,
an’ just about as foolish as one, too. So I
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R

yan and I are brothers and the best
of friends. Ryan is like a tall pine
tree shading my life. He is 15 years
old. I am 13 years old. We live in a suburb
called Green Meadows. It is a tranquil
suburb. We often ride our bicycles around
the suburb.
One morning, as we were riding our
bicycles, we turned onto Linden Avenue.
The fragrance of freshly baked bread from
the Bakery could be smelled even from a
distance. The Bakery was famous for the
scrumptious bread and pastries they baked
each morning. The owners of the shop also
owned the Cafeteria next door. These were
both family businesses since 1848.
Ryan and I stopped in front of the Bakery.
The smell from the Bakery made us hungry
as bears.
Ryan winked, “Chris, let’s go get some bread
for a snack”. I nodded with excitement.
We parked our bicycles on the bicycle racks
in front of the Cafeteria. We walked over
to the Bakery. Ryan and I feasted our eyes
on the delectable loaves, rolls, pastries,
pizzas, and cookies on the shelves. Finally,
we ordered a Danish roll and a cinnamon
roll. Each roll was put in its own paper bag.
Ryan settled the payment.
Ryan suggested, “There is a park down the
road. Shall we eat our snack there?”.
I replied, “That would be great. I can’t
wait to eat my cinnamon roll. I want to
try yours.”
Ryan chuckled, “Wait till we get there. You
know I always let you have a bite of my
food. Come on, let’s go.”
We went out of the Bakery and walked
towards our bicycles. We placed our rolls
in the baskets in front of our bicycles. We
were just putting on our helmets when we
heard the screeching sound of a car. We
turned our heads and saw a white sedan
driving very fast heading our way. With
all his might, Ryan pushed me away. I fell
on the ground, bruised and shocked. The
white sedan hit Ryan and headed straight
into the Cafeteria.
B-A-N-G! B-O-O-M! C-R-A-S-H!
The crash was so great that the ground
trembled as if an earthquake had taken
place. The wall of the Cafeteria collapsed,
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The Crash
windows shattered. The lady in the Bakery
rushed out and panicky ran back in. I
heard her made a call to the police.
When I realised what happened, I screamed,
“Ryan! Ryan!” I forced myself up on my
feet. My heart pounded as I limped over
to the car. The driver was unconscious and
badly wounded. There were scrapes from
the broken windscreen on his face.
All at once I felt a stab of fright. What about
Ryan? My eyes ran ahead of me in search of
Ryan. I wept, “Ryan! Ryan! Where are you?
Oh please, answer me.” I edged closer to
the damaged Cafeteria wall. Ryan was lying
on the ground, lifeless. His lower body was
under the car. His upper torso was on the
debris of the Cafeteria wall.
I knelt down and burst out desperately,
“Please... somebody... please help my
brother! Please help my brother! Ryan!
Ryan!” I wanted to shake Ryan but I didn’t.
I had never felt so helpless before. Tears
kept rolling down my cheeks. It was only
minutes when the Ambulance arrived but
it was like eternity to me.
When I saw the paramedics, I yelled,
“Here, please, save my brother! He is here!
He is injured very badly!”. Two paramedics
approached me with a stretcher and a first
aid kit. They examined Ryan. Another
paramedic helped me to the side. I quickly
swept my eyes at the scene. Two more
paramedics were with the driver. Some
policemen were also on site.
The paramedics put Ryan on a stretcher

and loaded him onto the ambulance. I
went with Ryan on the ambulance. When
we arrived at the emergency, Ryan was
rushed into the surgery room.
Dad and Mom arrived at the hospital too.
We hugged each other. We sat quietly yet
impatiently outside the surgery room
waiting for Ryan. Finally the surgeon came
out. He explained, “Are you Ryan’s parents?
Ryan was hit very badly. There were severe
haemorrhages in his lungs. His head was
also badly injured. We did everything we
could. I’m sorry.” Mom collapsed at the
last word of the doctor. Dad caught Mom
and helped her to the chair. Tears trickled
down from Dad’s eyes. I wept and wept.
Then, Mom gained consciousness and
wailed for a long time.
That was how Ryan left us. He saved my
life.
Year 2014
Now at age 27, I have been serving in the
Ambulance Service as a paramedic for the
last 4 years. I still miss Ryan. I know how
much he loves me. I am grateful to Ryan for
my life. It is my desire to help save lives as
a constant reminder of my brother’s heroic
act and sacrificial love. Ryan may not be
here with me but my memory of him will
always be in my heart. He will always be
the tall pine tree that shades my life.
By Clarisse Wong
Year 7, The Heights
GILLES PLAINS – SA
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Princess Bella’s Love Story

O

nce upon a time there lived a
beautiful girl called Bella. She had
long blond hair and bright green
eyes. Her parents George and Georgia were
the king and queen of Wonderland.
Every year on the 20th of September, Bella’s
birthday, King George, Queen Georgia and
Princess Bella would invite everyone to
their ball. All the ladies would dress up in
long fancy dress and the men would wear
a tuxedo. Everyone would dance until the
sun rose on the 21st of September.
Bella loved her birthday because she got to
see her true love Prince Damon. Bella and
Damon have loved each other since they
were 9 years old. They would see each other
everyday when Bella’s parents and Damon’s
parents had afternoon tea together, but that
was 9 years ago and now their parents are
arguing. Bella was banned to see him, but
without her parents’ supervision on her
birthday she would go see him.
Little did Damon know when a princess
turns 19 she is made to marry a prince
who is picked by her parents and Bella
was turning 19 next year. Bella didn’t want
to tell him so they danced and talked all
night. When Bella went to the restroom
Damon went to get her and him a glass of
wine then he overheard an old lady asking
King George who Bella’s husband will be
when she’s 19.
Damon was angry that Bella didn’t tell him
that his true love is going to be marrying

another man next year. When she came
out he asked her when she was going to
tell him?
Bella was speechless. She wanted to tell
him but didn’t want to hurt his feelings.
Bella felt bad. She told him everything
that she knew, like her parents have to pick
her husband and she won’t know who he
is. Bella also told Damon why she didn’t
tell him that she was made to be married
next year.
Damon was upset his love would never be
with him. The two hugged for a minute
then the wall clock went to 3:21 am.
Damon realised it was going to be the last
time he would ever see Bella again.
Then he came up with an idea; he grabbed
Bella’s wrist, they ran to her bedroom. He
pulled out a huge bag and started filling it
with clothes. After he had done packing
they ran out the castle’s wall then he
explained everything, that they are going
to ran away and get married.
Bella was so pleased; she kissed him lots
of times. They went to Mystic Falls where
Damon lives and gathered up Damon’s
stuff then they went to the stables to get
Damon’s pearl white racehorse, Lighting.
He put the bags in the saddle which was on
Lighting then Damon and Bella hoped on
Lighting and before they knew it they were
nowhere near their homes. They rode to a
church in Atlantic to go to sleep in.
The next morning when they woke up
they went to search for a priest but
they couldn’t find a priest so they
started looking for a place to stay.
Then an old man with long grey
hair and a long black cloak came
up to Bella and Damon saying he
was a priest that can perform the
ceremony of marriage tomorrow
and his name was John.
Bella and Damon were so excited
to be getting married tomorrow
so they went shopping. Bella
brought a long boob tube
white wedding dress
that puffed out and
D amon brou g ht
a back and white
tuxedo. John was
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so kind to let Bella and Damon stay at his
house for the night.
In the morning Bella and Damon got up
and got dressed into their wedding clothes.
The wedding was in the huge brick church
but no one was there just Bella Damon and
John. After the wedding ceremony they
talking and danced until 4 am. The next
day Bella and Damon hoped on Lighting
and rode to Esme Island where they had
their honeymoon for 14 weeks.
Soon after the honeymoon Damon became
the king of Atlantic and Bella became the
queen. They also had a beautiful daughter
called Lillie and a handsome son called
Henry. Bella and Damon never saw their
parents again, but that was a price they’re
willing to pay for true love.
By Caitlyn Ross
Year 8 , Age 13
KENSINGTON GROVE – QLD.

Mysterious
Ocean
Bright and inviting,
Is the wide open sea.
But it’s a deep, dark mystery.
Where the sun’s never shone,
And the winds have never blown,
Under the surface is unknown.
It’s a place we’ve never seen
Down, down, oh so deep
Where we just can’t reach
Where only the sea life
Can really explore
But as for us, we’re unsure
It doesn’t matter what lies below
Water is important, it means we survive
It makes us strong and lets us thrive
By Chloe Henville
Year 6, Binnu Primary School
BINNU – WA
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War

Humanity
If we’re all one race,
Why do we kill another?
Why do we discriminate
When we are all humans?
We each have unique traits,
But we’re still humans.
Why do we fight
Against one another?
We kill each other,
Leave others in pain.
Tears of sorrow are raining
And yet those responsible feel nothing.

A

ll I could remember was a
blur of leather hammering down
parchment steps. Sirens blared and
painted red shadows across cobblestones,
gleaming with recent showers. Humans
inhabited every spare corner and crevasse
of the stale shelter. Hiding amongst the
shadows, shivering, with their heads
slung in deep folds of dull, rough clothing.
There was fear in the air, you could taste
it, musky, pungent, with the aftertaste of
sweat.
The whole room held their breath as
they waited, for the rock of the ground
above, the rubble to be thrown on their
limp bodies. Some kept to the withering
corners, some squeezed each other’s hands,
silent, desperate prayers echoing in the
hollows of their heart. It was too late for
prayers now. I decided it was best to focus
on something. I chose to stare down at my
thumbs. I decided I should wash my hands
when I got home, if I got home. I hate war.
You hear that war? I HATE YOU! War is a
greedy, selfish, manifestation that nibbles,
then bites, and then gorges itself into the
minds of humans, as if we are none other
than appetisers served at a posh people’s
dinner party. If you are not familiar with
the symptoms of war, let me remind you.
War shreds people and their miserable
souls from the inside to out, till they are
nothing but a limp pile of confetti on a
damp, air raid shelter floor.
The first movement came after two
desperate hours of tedious waiting, a
rumble in the gentle ground. Nothing
more than a quiver, perhaps merely the
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shiver of the fatigued earth waiting for the
moment that it would be allowed to finally
rest. As its own inhabitants continued to
destroy the land that had been created
with the greatest of accord. Hands braced,
and knuckles whitened, I felt my heart
beat rise. Beads of sweat drew on my
brow developing small waterfalls across
my forehead, running down my nose and
soaking into the auburn, tweed material of
my button up jacket. Everyone was silent,
and the silence was deafening. Suddenly all
confidence and trust in the cement box in
which we were contained, drained. Surely
these concrete poles couldn’t withstand the
great force of a bomb? Why were we here
anyway? Who were the Nazis and why was
the Fuhrer taking the people across the
street away? I fell asleep to these thoughts
circling my mind and to the utterly
terrifying sound of pristine silence.
My dreams were interrupted by the ringing
of the alarm to signify “all clear”. Bodies
shoved and jostled to reach the door. My
hand was lost from my parent’s side in a
sea of others. The crowd stopped moving…
why? I tried to perceive the source of the
gasps coming from the front of the throng.
I found a dishevelled wooden fruit cart
nestled cosily in the corner. Grabbing the
cart I stood on top of the cart and gazed
out. A dump, nothing more than an ocean
of crushed bricks, glass, wood and dirt lay
before my eyes. What had once been my
beautiful home, was gone.

We kill our own kin,
We lose our humanity.
All because of what?
Just because of differences.
We bully others,
Hurt our siblings.
And we laugh it off
With no regrets.
What has humanity become?
We’ve become savages.
We kill with no remorse,
We’ve killed our humanity.
No words can fix this,
We’ve done too much.
We need to atone for our sins,
To learn and never repeat it.
Make this world a better place,
All starting with you.
Fix your sinful ways
Then help others do the same.
By Darryl Chan
Year 10, Nazareth College
NOBLE PARK NORTH – VIC.

By Madeline Francis
Age 12
MOUNT TAMBORINE – QLD.
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A Reluctant Realisation
felt as if I was back there,
all those years of seeing
my precious mother
crushed and defeated by
his malicious words. I
despised any man who
could do that to his child.

A

s I entered the room I was overcome
with nausea. With each step my
stomach tightened, my body
screamed in protest, like they knew what
awaited them. The carpet beneath my feet
looked worn and old, reflecting the many
who had passed here before, dragging their
feet with unspoken reluctance.
My eyes stayed locked on the object that
brought me here; my Grandfather’s coffin.
It was cold, ugly and I hastily averted my
eyes.
I imagined all funeral homes would
be similar; plain aesthetics, sombre
atmosphere, the stench of disinfectant
poorly masking death. Heavy drapes
hung from the ceiling, removing all light
from the desolate room, leaving only the
flickering fluorescent feature above to guide
my eyes. A soft humming emanated from
an unknown source, giving an ominous,
almost supernatural feel to the space. My
eyes danced around the room, observing
all in their path like an inquisitive doe
timid in movement and fearful of what
they may behold. Along with my sight, I
felt my other senses heighten in response
to the loud, solid thumping of my heart.
With every beat blood surged through
my veins and my tension grew. My fingers
ground on the cheap polyester lining of
the seat I occupied two rows from the
front. Thump went my heart. The lack of
ventilation made sweat form on my skin.
Thump, thump.
I should have felt sad at my Grandfather’s
funeral. The mourning faces surrounding
me told me so. My very life sprang from
this man. However, I was unable to feel
despondent over his death. He had caused
too much pain to those I loved for me
to mourn him. Memories of my mother
and grandmother crying over his cruelty
made it impossible. Closing my eyes, it
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I did not want to be here. I did not want
to be sorry that he was gone, to mask my
relief as grief. The saddened faces around
me did not bode well. These people should
know about this man by now; surely they
were not going to act otherwise.
My anger began to stir like a restless Beast,
pent up after a lifetime of powerlessness.
Minutes flowed as did the lies out of the
mouths of those who spoke during the
service. With every word the Beast inside
of me grew.
“He will be dearly missed.” Growing,
flexing.
“It is such a great loss.” Reaching, extending,
inhaling.
“He will be remembered for years to
come.” Gnawing at my skin, threatening
to escape.
What were these people doing? Surely I
was not alone in having observed all the
evil he did. Where did this custom come
from, glorifying people in death, despite
never having deserved glory in life? Was it
out of compassion? Learnt behaviour? Or
perhaps a sense of obligation? A dead man
could not defend himself. Did that then
mean he could not be held accountable?
The Beast demanded my attention. It
thrashed and wailed and forced itself into
every part of my being. I could ignore it
no longer.
Looking at my family members, with their
bowed heads and vacant eyes, I realised
that they would not resolve this falsehood
around us. The Pastor spoke of the kind of
life my Grandfather never lived, one of care
and love. As he described a resting place
where my Grandfather did not belong, the
Beast, now fully grown, took control of my
limbs. I began to stand, filled my lungs with
a breath that had the power to speak truth.

The Beast refused to let the man lying at the
front of the room go unpunished.
In the midst of my inner storm a single
noise broke through the ringing in my
ears and sank deep into my body. It shook
my innermost being, reserved for only the
strongest of feelings.
The sound of my Grandmother’s muffled
sobs could be heard, stifled and desperate
as they were. She was weeping over him.
Over the absence of him. That simple
sound had the power to both enrage me
and metaphorically bring me to my knees.
How dare he command such sorrow from
her; he did not deserve her sadness. Despite
this, I was overcome by the magnitude of
her emotion. Whether or not he deserved
it did not change her anguish. They had
been married for fifty-seven years.
My legs lost all strength as I fell to my seat.
Like whiplash, my anger catapulted into
guilt. She had been damaged by his venom.
She had lost a husband. I had experienced
neither.
There were no fireworks or grand climaxes
when I came to my realisation. Instead,
looking at my Grandmother through a
field of faces, it came to me quietly. As if
a whisper, softly exhaled into the breeze,
I realised; I loved my Grandmother more
than I hated my Grandfather.
That was the thing about anger. Whether
it was reasonable, valid, or healthy, did
not affect the emotion. It consumed you.
Clouded your vision like a tidal wave of
red; suffocating and debilitating. Drowning
you, becoming so desperate you would go
to any length to be freed.
I did not understand the grace she showed
him. Undeserved. Unwarranted. Never
had I so respected or revered another.
With the Beast at bay I made it through
the service and attempted to process what
had transpired.
I wanted peace. However, I could not
forgive him. Yet.
By Andie Carlson
Year 12, Eynesbury Senior College
ADELAIDE – SA
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I Am a Spectacle

t was a gelid winter’s
night, my whole
body was numb, and
shaking. My limbs felt
like, at any point they’d
just abandon my tingling
body. Everything I would
do to warm myself failed.
My eyes were closed over,
trying to find sleep, when I
saw a glow peeking through
my eyelids. I wondered
why there would be a
light inside my bedroom,
maybe it was just the light
coming in from the street
or maybe my sister had left
her bedroom light on again.
I spread apart my eyelids to
reveal my exquisite, jewellike azure eyes. Only to
discover a luminous light
shining down from my
bedroom roof. It was like
an imaginary spot light
had been put up there, only
nothing was there. There
was no source of the light.
My pupils followed down the area the light
had lit. It wasn’t just a brightly, shining
light. It was sparkling with tiny fragments
of glitter, it truly was a remarkable sight.
But it was nothing compared to what next
filled my attention. Standing underneath
the light, at the foot of my bed was a little
girl. Her snowy hair tied atop her head
with a baby pink ribbon, a few loose
strands of hair fell loose from the bun
outlining her small and delicate face. Her
pale cheeks were stained with tears and
she had two long cuts commencing from
the edges of her lips, to either ear. Creating
a scarred smile. So even like right now,
when she’s wasn’t smiling, on the outside
she still was.
She stood completely still, her limbs
hanging lifelessly from her body. That’s
when I then noticed an old vinyl record
player on the floor boards beside her.
The pin dropped and a melody began
to play softly, it was a calm, ballet tune.
Her body began to dance smoothly
along with the music, each one of her
movements like a perfect note. Her dance
was a choreographed assortment of
brushstrokes, elegantly painting a vivid
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my mouth, and held my
heart hostage. My body
was mere centimetres away
from her now. I reached out
my numb fingers towards
her hand. She had noticed
me and was staring into my
eyes, into my soul.

fantasy. I sat under my sheets, astonished.
I was consumed, first my vision then my
very mind.
This young girl was mysterious, I couldn’t
wrap my mind around her. I wanted to
touch her, to see if all of this was real. My
eyes stayed glued to her elegant dance,
while my still-frozen limbs moved gently
from beneath my sheets. I stood up
straight, my body stiff and un-wanting
to move. I took one step towards the
girl, she didn’t notice anything because
her eyes were closed over and her mind
completely in sync with the music. The
slow beat of the music matched the slow
pulse of my beating heart. With every step
I slowly took closer to the young girl the
more consumed I felt by her presence.
Everything was a blurred vision now,
except for the girl.
Each time I took a step closer, her aura
pulled me in. Sucking me in like a tornado,
only it was rather pleasant. My mind
continued to fascinate over her dance.
She moved like a perfect chorus, flowing
across a page of my heart. She stole my
breath, my thoughts, the words from

A look of disappointment
replenished her face. I
continued to touch her hand,
I looked down to where
our hands would meet but
just as I touched the tip
of her finger, she began
to appear transparent. My
hand went straight through
hers. The calming, ballet
music stopped playing and
the beautiful, glittery light
began to diminish. I looked
up into the girl’s eyes once
more. Her angelic body
had ceased and everything
around me felt complete
of darkness. With every
second her body was fading
away more and more, and
the light was dimming.
I wanted to shout to her and bombard her
with an abundance of questions. But she
wouldn’t have heard me. She turned away
from me just as she was almost completely
gone, I could only just make out the
outlines of her body. She stroked her
hand above her head and across my plain
bedroom wall like a giant paintbrush. Her
arm slithered along and to my amazement
she painted words upon my bedroom wall.
They glowed brightly, and were outlined
with a rainbow essence.
After her masterpiece was elaborate
she turned towards me, gently smiled
and completely disappeared. Taking the
beautiful, shining light and the vinyl
record player with her. Leaving me behind
in the word of misery with her words
of inspiration: ‘Every freckle on your
face, each cheekbone and little eyelash is
God’s own way of showing off. You are a
spectacle. You are awfully brilliant.’
By Eliza Howard
Year 8, Diamond Valley College
DIAMOND VALLEY – VIC.
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T

he scientists had finally done it.
They had finally found a way to
create an eternal summer, and with
it, a whole new era in which everyone
could enjoy the many benefits of the
leisurely season all year around. It seemed
like the perfect idea, and it was... for a
while anyway.
This is how it all began...
It was a crisp winter’s morning in the city
of Ballarat, in fact one of the coldest on
record. It was 1° Celsius and rain battered
against the glass so hard that you could
hardly see out; the thick fog that made it a
misty grey colour did not help.
As I gazed out of the window, not surprised
by the weather that forced us inside
almost every day, I caught glimpses of
people braving the bad weather. As they
struggled to move forwards, the strong
wind whipped against their faces. Soggy,
decaying leaves from the gutter flew up
into their tangled hair and their flimsy
umbrellas barely managed to keep them
from getting drenched. Poor people! It
was going to take a lot more than that to
survive a Ballarat winter. My thoughts were
interrupted by the slamming door. Dad
strode in with gleaming eyes.
“We’ve done it! Summer foreevveeerrr!” he
shouted into the empty hallway.
I let out a sigh. After many years of The
Weather Scientists telling everyone they
had done it, and then us waking up to the
same icy weather, I knew not to get my
hopes up. Mum, who was just about dad’s
biggest supporter, didn’t even get excited
any more. As much as I, well all of us,
wanted dad and his team of scientists to
create a never ending summer, we learnt
to accept that it was not an easy thing to
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The Project
achieve. Whilst dad, on the other hand,
still hadn’t.
He madly stripped off his lab coat and
chucked it crumpled onto the stairs before
rushing into the lounge room where I sat.
Instead of saying hello, he fumbled around
and turned the TV on. I was comfy next
to the heater and couldn’t be bothered to
move so I reluctantly decided to listen in.
The usual serious looking woman holding
a microphone stood in front of The Lab,
where my dad worked.
She was gesturing towards the building.
Same old, same old. I even knew what
was going to happen next! After the
commercial, she would be inside the
building, standing next to a graph showing
the weather forecasts that The Weather
Scientists hoped would become a reality.
But the funny thing was that even though
I knew about all the failed attempts, I still
imagined a world where I could go to the
beach and pool any time of the year and
play in the sand, or swim with my friends.
How nice it would be! At first, it was all I
could think about but now I only allowed
my mind to wonder for a moment.
Dad pointed to the TV, practically jumping
out of his seat. My eyes widened when dad
appeared on the screen standing in The
Lab next to the reporter lady who was now
wildly waving her hands about. This was
weird – he was never on the news whenever
there were updates on the Summer Project.
He called mum in from the kitchen and we
watched, confused and excited at the same
time. The reporter lady continued to ask
dad questions about his views on whether

the project will be successful this time,
and dad continued to nod confidently
stating “this time is different” and some
cheesy lines like “better get your bathers
ready!” He even winked at the camera!
Mum smiled at dad sadly, sort of like she
felt sorry for him and went back to the
kitchen but I felt a little glimmer of hope.
Maybe they had done it. Maybe this time
will be different. I jumped up and ran up
stairs to get my bathers ready.
The next morning, I woke up hot and
sweaty. Usually my doona kept me the
right temperature on chilly winter nights,
but this morning I felt way too hot. Maybe I
had a fever? I put my hand to my forehead.
Nothing. I sat up in bed and found myself
squinting. The slits in the curtains let in
bright rays of sunlight – rare for this time
of year. It was a shame I’d be in a classroom
all day.
Out of the corner of my eye, I spotted a
speck of pink half under the doona on the
ground. I leaned over to get a better view.
The pink speck was my bathers. Suddenly,
everything that had happened the night
before slowly started to come back. Dad
on the news, advancements in the Summer
Project, “this time is different”, eternal
summer. The two words kept repeating
in my mind. Eternal summer. Eternal
summer. I heard distant cheerful yells and
squeals coming from outside and then,
it made sense. Full of hope, I ran to the
curtains, took a deep breath in, and opened
them. This time was different!
My hair fluttered around my face in
the warm breeze as I looked out over
the neighbourhood. It had worked. The
Summer Project had actually worked. I’d
get to experience this paradise every day!
People of all ages started to make their
way out onto the main road, still trying to
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process this miracle. Everyone was either
talking in disbelief to their neighbour or
crying out in joy. I even saw a family walk
out of their house fully equipped for a day
at the beach! Still looking out my window,
I smiled to myself, and for the first time in
a while I felt relaxed. What else would you
feel on a perfect summer’s day?
School was not the strict, quiet environment
it usually was. Students of every size ran
around with their friends yelling out all of
the things they could do now that it was
summer. Pools, beaches, ice-cream. The list
was endless! I sighed longingly. Just one
more day then it would be the weekend
and I could have all of it.
The classroom was a blur of board shorts
and bikinis. I felt a bit sorry for the teacher,
who stood up the front trying and failing
to get everyone’s attention, but she was
going to have to wait a bit longer – I really
needed to find my friends. I eventually
spotted them and rushed over.
“Oh my goodness, can you believe it?”
Molly asked in a high pitched whisper. It
was obvious she was also ecstatic.
“No! Can you? We should definitely get
our parents to drive us down to the beach
tomorrow!”
“I was just thinking that. And I saw on the
news that they’ve set up ice cream trucks
everywhere!”
“Aahhh I miss ice cream...”
Our conversation continued on like this
for a while and through a mix of harsh
whispering and note passing during
classes, we came up with a plan for our
first weekend of summer. And I could
not wait.
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My feet sank into the hot sand as I took
in the amazing sight that lay before me.
It seemed as though the whole town had
come to the beach this afternoon, and I
didn’t blame them – the bright sun and
slight breeze meant it was the perfect
temperature. Couples strolled down the
beach with their feet in the water whilst
others were much further out swimming
or snorkelling. Some of the boys from my
class had started a cricket game on the
dunes nearby and toddlers in their stripy
wetsuits made sandcastles. It was like living
in a postcard picture.
I wanted to do as much as possible all in
the one day but then I reminded myself
that there was no rush. I put my beach
towel next to Molly’s on an empty patch of
golden sand and positioned myself so that
the sun hit my back. And there, I fell asleep
listening to the crashing of the waves, the
distant jingle of the ice-cream truck and
the chatter of happy people.
Days passed, then months, then years. As
this time went on, the excitement of living
in an eternal summer gradually lessened
until finally, it disappeared altogether.
It was the day of my 16th birthday, and a
very hot day indeed. Flies and mosquitoes
swarmed around the party food as it was
taken to the party room and the sun was
so hot that setting up became a nightmare.
My arms and legs were sticky from all the
sunscreen and my make up was running
my face, making me look like I had just
been crying. The unbearable heat was
slowing me down, and I had had enough
of it.
So it was lucky that I was having my party
in the Winter Room – a garage-like room
we built after enduring the endless hot
weather for almost a year. It was created

so that we could feel like we were in
the middle of winter again, with an air
conditioner on full blast 24/7, blazing
fireplace, cosy couches and an endless
supply of blankets.
Sometimes when I sat in the refrigerated
garage, tucked up in a blanket watching
a DVD and sipping hot chocolate, I felt a
bit angry at dad. Although it was good for
a while, The Weather Scientists should’ve
known that we wouldn’t want to live in
summer our whole lives! Three months
at the end of each year was enough and
we were just being greedy. Oh well, it was
a waste of time to think about our earlier
lives. There was no turning back now.
Feeling a little dizzy, I blew and tied up
the last red balloon and positioned it next
to the big HAPPY BIRTHDAY banner. I
wiped the sweat from my forehead and
checked my watch. The guests would be
arriving in half an hour. I ran up the stairs
two at a time, showered and then carefully
dressed in my winter gear: a woollen
dress, patterned tights, knee high boots,
cashmere scarf and fur lined beanie.
Quickly running through the 29 degree
backyard, I entered into the refreshing air
of the Winter Room. By then, everyone
was inside either talking or dancing fully
equipped in scarves and beanies and fur
coats. I smiled – oh how I missed it! After
mum and dad took a million photos of us
all, we got cosy under the blankets.
And there we lay in the Winter Room
during an eternal summer, longing for a
cold day, longing for winter.
By Eva Cotsell
Year 8, Ballarat Clarendon College
BALLARAT – VIC.
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RR
Robot
Car

“Y

es! I’ve finally made it!”
exclaimed Professor Rubato.
“I’ve finally invented a robot
car! YES!”

Raquelina Rubato had been working on a
robot car all her life and this was the very
moment she had been waiting for. It was
the world’s first robotic car. The green car
had everything a house included. There
were seven bedrooms, nine bathrooms,
four kitchens, ten offices, three indoor
pools and much more. It could turn into
a motorcycle, a caravan, or an aeroplane!
Everything could fold in so it wasn’t too
big. It looked like a camper when nothing
was unfolded. Communicating verbally
was easy and so was auto driving. It used
pollution as fuel and let out fresh air, but
the thing that Raquelina was most proud
of was that it could turn invisible!
“I could earn a lot of money by committing
big crimes with this car but if I go tell
the police about it, they might pay me
big money to solve crimes. What should
I do?”, she asked herself thoughtfully. “I
guess I should do the right thing and go
help the police, but then, if I commit big
crimes, I could probably earn more money.
Hhmmm… I know! I’ll show the police
tomorrow morning and I’ll see if they like
it and pay me enough. If not, I’ll commit
crimes.”
The next morning, after breakfast,
Raquelina drove her pure green car
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proudly to the police station.
Her own car symbol was a
light green RR that stood for
Raquelina Rubato. She, herself,
was wearing a silky dark green dress
and a light green leather jacket. The
long, light green cowboy boots had a
dangling, small, golden plate with a green
RR written on it. Her special jade green
sunglasses allowed her to communicate
directly with the robot car.
“We are nearly there”, the car informed
Raquelina through the sunglasses.
“Thank you”, she replied, slowly getting
used to thinking about her answer instead
of speaking it out loud.
They arrived five minutes later and
Raquelina parked her car. She opened
the door and walked inside. There were
only women officers inside as it was break
time for the men. All pairs of eyes were
set on Raquelina as she walked inside. The
officers all looked at her slim body, glossy
hair and outfit jealously which caused an
immediate dislike for her.

the world”, Wanda
spat rudely.
“Look, I’ve driven it
here and I can prove it
to you if you want. By the way, here’s my
business card.” Raquelina said.
“Stop wasting my time. Get out!”
“Please, just let me show you.”
“Get out!” Wanda shouted menacingly.
Raquelina calmed herself down and
walked out the door.
“You’ll be sorry”, she muttered.
She hopped into the car and drove home.
The moment Raquelina arrived; she started
to plan her crime.
“I’ll give those police a hard case”, she
cackled.

“Hi, I’m Professor Rubato”, Raquelina said,
shaking hands with a police officer called
Wanda.

Raquelina Rubato woke early next morning
so she could start her crime. She was going
to rob the biggest bank in town.

“Hello. What are you here for?” Wanda
replied coldly, secretly hoping that
something valuable of this so-called
“Professor” was stolen or missing.

“Get ready for a busy day, darling”,
Raquelina purred to her car.

“I’ve created a new robot car that can talk,
auto drive… and I would like to solve
crimes for you as long as you pay me well”,
Raquelina explained as she talked about all
the features of her car.
“Rubbish! There’s no such car like that in

She turned on the invisibility power, so
they wouldn’t be seen, and drove off. It
was a quick drive and Raquelina went
straight to her plan. Even though her car
was invisible to the naked eye, if there
was radar, it could still be seen. Raquelina
entered the large sliding doors where
people walked, and immediately, the radar
siren began wailing.
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The manager came out and shouted above
the noise, “I’m sure there’s no problem.
The sirens are probably broken. Please
don’t worry.”

“So now you need me”, she scoffed to
herself. “Can’t crack the bank case of
mine? I’ll help you guys depending on your
attitude towards me.”

Raquelina laughed to herself quietly.

Raquelina hopped into her car and drove
towards the police station.

“Stupid fools”, she muttered.
Her powerful and bullet proof car smashed
straight through the wall where all the
money was kept and terrified screams
echoed loudly. What was happening? They
couldn’t see anything but something had
just smashed the wall down!
“Help!” a lady screeched.
“AHHHH!” a girl screamed.
Ahhhhh!” a man yelled.
Everybody immediately filed out of the
bank and ran. Raquelina hopped out of
her car and started collecting the money.
It only took about three minutes, as the car
also helped with a metallic hand.
“Let’s go!” Raquelina exclaimed.
She zoomed out and drove back to her
house.
“Ahhh…. Back home”, she sighed, feeling
a tiny little bit guilty. “I’m going to go
shopping tomorrow.”
Raquelina took the money out of the
car and packed it into her huge, empty
wardrobe. Then, she stuffed some money
into her two wallets. One spare just in case
she ran out of money in her other one.
Just then, she received a phone call.
“Hello? Professor Rubato speaking”,
Raquelina spoke.
“Hello, I’m Peter from the police station.
Yesterday, Wanda told me you had visited
the police station with a robot car. She
wasn’t too happy about it so I guess she
was a bit rude to you as well. I apologise
for anything she said to you last time but
if you could come over and show us your
robot car now, I would appreciate it.”
“So you need me now huh? There’s
something that you fools can’t solve, eh. I’ll
come over but I’ll have to decide if I’ll help
you guys at all”, Raquelina said haughtily
as she hung up.
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When Raquelina walked into the room,
Peter immediately rushed forward.
“I’m so glad you could make it here. I
apologise for Wanda’s behaviour last
time. We have a hard case at hand and
we thought of you and your car from
yesterday. Would you kindly show us your
car please?” Peter spoke quickly.
“It’s just in the car park. You can come and
have a look”, Raquelina replied coolly.
As Raquelina showed the police her car,
everybody was amazed and looked at her
from a different angle. They soon realised
that this wasn’t just a lady who walked
around showing her looks off.
“We would love for you to work for us
and we promise to pay you high”, the
chief said.
“Hmmm… I’ll work for you for now but
if I get annoyed with you guys, I’ll resign”,
Raquelina replied.
“That’s great! Let me fill you in on the
crime”, Wanda exclaimed.
“No need. I was the one who did it. I’ll give
the bank back all its money tomorrow”,
said Raquelina.
“What?!!!! You were the one that did it?
Why?” everybody chorused.
“Look, if you’re going to whine about it,
I’m leaving and don’t even think about
looking for me. I’ll be long gone before
you guys can move a foot out of this room.”
Raquelina stated clearly.
“No, of course we won’t start complaining.
There were no lives lost. As long as you’re
returning the money and paying for the
broken wall. We need your car and skills
very much. The car would be able to follow
enemy cars well with its invisibility skill”,
the chief replied.
“Good. I’ll settle my wage with you
tomorrow. I’m going home to have a rest
now.”

The next morning, Raquelina drove to the
police station with some conditions and a
high payment in mind.
“Good morning Professor Rubato”, the
chief greeted politely.
“Morning”, Raquelina replied. “Now,
before I work here, I have some conditions.
Firstly, I refuse to wear a uniform. Secondly,
I refuse to wear a name badge. It would
poke too much holes in my clothes and the
magnetic one would feel uncomfortable.
Last of all, if I don’t feel like coming to
work, I won’t. It could be that the queen
just got kidnapped and I don’t care.”
“The first two conditions can be granted
but for the last one, do I still need to pay
you if you don’t arrive?” the chief asked
cautiously.
“No, of course not! You will not need to
pay me on any of the days I don’t come”,
Raquelina replied.
“Good. All wishes are granted. Now we
need to talk about your salary. How much
would you like each hour?”
“I don’t ask for much but I would like
$5555 per/hour.”
“What? Uh, um okay I guess. You do realise
that the amount is ridiculous.”
“You do realise that the amount that it cost
to design and build this car is ridiculous
too? Either you pay me that or I leave”,
Raquelina shot back quickly.
“No, of course I’ll pay you $5555 for each
hour”, the chief said immediately.
“Good, I will start work next week. I’m
going to return the money to the bank and
give them the money to get a new wall. See
you next time”, said Raquelina.
“Bye!” the chief called after her. “See you
next time!”
Since then, the country’s safety and
security was kept in control with the
ghost car patrolling. And of course,
Raquelina Rubato lived a very wealthy and
comfortable life, inventing more and more
amazing inventions.
By Grace Sun
Year 5, Norris Road State School
BRACKEN RIDGE – QLD.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Meet our book
reviewers Ashley,
Danny, Amelia and
Tegan from Tucker
Road Bentleigh
Primary School, in
Victoria.
Reviews Coordinators:
Meredith Costain and
Robyn Donoghue

The Impossible Quest:
Escape From Wolfhaven
Castle
by Kate Forsyth (Scholastic Australia)
Kate Forsyth’s new fantasy blockbuster
novel The Impossible Quest: Escape From
Wolfhaven Castle hooked me into the
action from start to finish. Using simple
yet clever language, Kate Forsyth weaves
twists and turns into every chapter.

Tom, who is trained to scrub pots, runs
into a mysterious person called ‘The
Wild Man’. He asks Tom to tell Wolfhaven
Castle’s lord to beware. A sudden invasion
from Lord Mortlake and his bog men
force Tom and his companions Elanor the
princess, Sebastian – a trainee knight – and
Quinn the witch’s apprentice to escape the
castle. But at every corner lurks a terrible
danger. How will the children escape?
This is a must read for fantasy lovers aged
10+.

racing. Norton writes as if she is Cara
herself, experiencing the emotion and
pinpointing details only a child would
notice, making the book even more
captivating. A touching tale of freedom,
loss and forgiveness.
Crossing is a book I thoroughly recommend
for ages 10+. I really couldn’t put it down.
Rating: ★★★★★★★★★★
— Amelia, Year 6

Rating: ★★★★★★★★★★
— Danny, Year 6

Crossing
by Catherine Norton (Omnibus Books)
Crossing is a book about a girl called Cara.
All her life she has only known one thing.
The wall. A barrier that blocks her off from
the entire outside world, where people are
free. But Cara lives in a world of rules and
regulations, until the day she stumbles
across Ava and Leon. They are different.
They know what the other side of the wall
is like and they want to go there. One day
Cara makes a mistake she can’t take back
and her world goes spiralling into chaos.
The suspense that Norton builds up in
this book is able to get any child’s heart
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Jedi Academy: Return of
the Padawan
by Jeffrey Brown (Scholastic Inc)
Roan Novachez is in his second year at
Jedi Academy. This year he starts his flight
training, something he has waited for all his
life! Roan blows up the flight simulator and
is having friendship troubles with Pasha
and Gaiana. Will his year improve?

I loved following Roan’s journey through
his year at school. I also loved the different
text types used throughout the story such
as comic strips, diary entries and even
holochat messages. The illustrations are
fantastic and give extra detail to the story.
If you are a Star Wars fan, like reading
sci-fi books or just enjoy a good read then
this is the book for you. Recommended to
readers aged 8 to 12.
Rating: ★★★★★★★★★★
— Ashley, Year 4

Rania: The Book of You
by Randa Abdel-Fattah (Omnibus
Books)
I was hooked from the first page of this
mystical, magical mystery as I was able to
connect with the main character’s passions
and emotions. The author uses descriptive
and figurative language that will keep
readers engaged all the way. I absolutely
loved how the messages from the ghost
girl were written in rhyme and made me
think about life and how ‘Everything on
this Earth has a purpose…’
Readers with an interest in art, books
and science will not only relate to the
characters but also the setting and story

M

around.

line. Rania has bitten off more than she
can chew and becomes competitive with
her cousin, but her friendship with Jodie
and Deyanna is caring and supportive. An
easy read that I would highly recommend.
Now see if you can work out the messages
from Betsy! Suitable for ages 10+.
Rating: ★★★★★★★★★★
— Tegan, Year 6

Not Alone

y eyes felt heavy. Sand bags
filled the corners of my eyes. I
groaned and sighed. I looked

All I saw was a white little room that
surrounded me. There was a blue carpet
spread across the floor in front of me.
Although, this didn’t look like a normal
carpet. There were large
claw marks on the blue
mat. I looked down at
myself. I was covered
in blood. But, it
wasn’t my blood.
Things became
very, very unusual.
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Before I could figure out what was going
on I heard a large “CRASH!” from behind
the door. Then a loud “THUMP!”. Scared
as I was, I heaved myself out of the bed. I
crept over to the door and it opened with
a small “creak”. I saw a monster with long
furry brown body. It sniffed the air. The
ugly beast turned around and snarled at
me. Then it ran away. What lay in front of
me was an arm?
A blood curdling cry was let out from
down the corridor. I darted down the
corridor and stood before a reception
room. Paperwork and other things
were scattered everywhere. It was a
mess. I looked around and spotted a
bright green light... EXIT! I ran as
fast as I could to the door, but I
skidded across the floor. I was
stopped by the monster. It
swung around and growled
at me and showed its pointy

white teeth that shone compared to the
flickering light in the reception room. I
positioned myself to run. The brown body
leapt to me. I dodged and ran towards the
door. I was home free!
I turned my head and saw a small girl in a
small corner. Crying. I stopped and stared
at her then back at the ugly creature and
hurried to the girl. I bent down to her and
picked her up. Her tears were drenched in
blood. I shot through the door and locked
them. “You’re... Safe.” I gasped with relief.
“Mummy.” The small girl said with tears
and sorrow.
The monster banged against the doors. But
it was no use. We were safe.
By Elizabeth Smith
Year 5,
St. Cecilia’s Catholic Primary School
PORT HEDLAND – WA
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I Whisper to You
I whisper to you
Everything that I feel
I whisper to you
What I never reveal
I tell you my heart
I tell you my soul
You quickly depart
With my love that you stole
You never responded
I asked myself why
Forever I’m haunted
By your silent ‘Goodbye’
By Jack Blackey
Year 10, Mount Lilydale Mercy College
LILYDALE – VIC.

The 21st Century
We live in a time of accelerating change.
Technology and science, new and very strange.
Emails, not letters.
Hoodies, not sweaters.
Texting, not talking.
Playing video games, not walking.
We never stop researching, always wanting to learn.
Always using money, to whoever it’ll concern.
Reading off Kindles not books.
Always worried about our looks.
We now live off electricity
and the internet’s publicity.
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and more to come.
Posting and liking all in control of your thumb.
Passwords and privacy, secrets to keep.
On the internet in bed when you’re supposed to be asleep.
Used to use maps and buy tickets for the train express.
Now we use Myki cards and the tablet GPS.
Just the sound of typing away on the computed keyboard.
Using abbreviations so much that it beats the world record.
Chatting in the group where bad comments cannot be erased.
You’re talking to your friends without saying words face-to-face?
I know bad things could happen to me,
I take the risk though, the internet is the place to be.
By Erin Choo
Year 6, Age 11
WANTIRNA SOUTH – VIC.
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The Anzacs
The gunshots and explosions,
Ignite on a muddy field,
People falling to the ground,
Never to be healed.
A soldier in his trench,
Writing letters to his home,
Imagining a place that’s free,
A place that’s free to roam.
Away from all this madness
And distress, a family waits,
Longing for their father,
To come home with all his mates.
Little children huddle,
Not stopping to ask their mother,
“Why has he been gone so long?
Where is our loving father?”
Meanwhile at the battlegrounds,
Near the sharp barbed wire,
A bomb had landed suddenly,
Turning into fire.
Army soldiers screaming,
The ones who were hit by flames,
The ones who kept on fighting,
We’ll never forget their names.
And as for the loving father,
Who wrote a letter to his family,
He was killed the very next day,
His death such a tragedy.
Upon the old stone wall,
Is where his name will lie,
Amongst all the others,
Who have fought for us and died.
Many people round the world,
Never really cared,
For the ANZACs who fought for us,
So few of them were spared.
Even though the Turks were strong,
And they won this wretched war,
The ANZACs had so much courage,
We could not have asked for more.
All of these honourable men,
To whom we’ve never met,
We’ll always have a place in our hearts…
Lest we forget.
By Georgia Drummond
Year 6, St. Brigid’s Primary School
HEALESVILLE – VIC.
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Pandora’s Box
High above the earth, the first explosions of light begin,
Their hypnotic colours slowly drawing us in,
But the shrieks and shouts are a saviour of sounds,
That keeps us at bay from the enemy’s grin.
We run through the cold and mysterious night,
In the shadows, under walls; away from sight,
Meeting sounds at every cobblestone corner,
Leaving them behind when they ask us to fight.
Running from the enemy, footsteps close behind,
Weaving through the shadows, leave the enemy blind,
Turn the sudden corner, hide behind a door,
For when the enemy turns the corner, there is nothing he will find.
Safety of a house, a warm glow from the fire,
Curtains drawn, a sunset beach, a rifle up for hire,
Snatch the gun, move our feet, make a silent escape,
Only to catch our feet on a thin strand of wire.
Freeze, they know we’re here, meeting eye to eye,
We whisper plans to each other, how can we get by,
A sudden shadow at the hall, a rifle in my hand,
I shut my eyes, tighten my finger, and watch a soldier die.
Moving past the body, we keep our eyes away,
Sorrow, revenge, tragedy; emotions get their way,
Tears fill our eyes, blurring our sight and minds,
A life we stole behind us, a fate we yet can’t say,
Rush into an ally, the fear soon seeks us out,
Reality is sinking in, with a distant scream and shout,
A scuffle coming closer, a heavy panting breath,
A new assured danger, of that there is no doubt,
A man rounds the corner, dirt flinging from his feet,
His coat conceals his body and the heart that is his beat,
For soon his beat will abruptly fade away,
And his hidden secret will be revealed upon the street,
A shot echoes through the air, an all too familiar sound,
The running man comes to stop on the ground,
A box carried by momentum rolls to our feet,
We bend to pick it up, his secret we have found.
Another shot in the air, the soldier reloads his gun,
We turn on our heels, into the darkness we run,
The box beneath my coat, a strong presence of power,
The mystery is overwhelming, but the fear matches none.
We don’t stop running until we hit the edge of town,
Before us lies a vast field, an enemy camp we have found,
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Soldiers marching to and fro, tanks and planes and trucks,
A searchlight sweeps past us and we fall to the ground.
In the centre sits a balloon of unimaginable size,
Impatiently waiting to head for the skies,
Our wonder is abruptly cut as we are spotted by enemy eyes,
And we are off again, leaving behind their cries.
Looking left and right, there is nowhere to go,
But straight ahead we watch as the balloon continues to grow,
Our ride is calling us in and offering its security,
So we clamber in the basket and leave with a show.
Cut the ropes, hold on tight, as the balloon lifts into the air,
Sirens and soldiers and searchlights, panic and despair,
The camp slowly leaves us behind, the madness drifts away,
Tears in our eyes, hearts beating fast, the wind through our hair.
Just when we think we are safe, explosions fill our ears,
Planes whir past us, firing at each other, confirming all our fears,
The balloon rocks violently as we rise through the battle,
The colours of the explosions blurring in our tears.
And that’s when I remember the box still in my grip,
I take it out and feel its power, and feel the balloon rip,
Our safety begins to plummet towards the earth; our hearts are left behind,
As we realise our situation, the end of our trip.
And in that moment I look at the box,
As my breath escapes me, I open the top,
My eyes fill with darkness; my ears fill with silence,
The fighting and falling and fear all stop.
There is nothing, no light, no sound, no thought,
No memory of the war, the tears and fear we fought,
No balloon, no you, no me, no us,
And then life comes flooding back, and it is my breath I have caught.
My vision returns, my memories and my mind,
Sounds of laughter, I am waiting in line,
People moving all around, the sun is shining bright,
My sister stands next to me with a bewildered expression like mine.
My recognition returns, I am in the midst of a fair,
There are fireworks, a haunted house, and a balloon ride through the air,
Jet planes race overhead, clowns and soldiers all dressed up,
As I enter into a ride called “Pandora’s Box, what madness will you share?”

By Adrian Harper-Gomm
Year 12, Kambrya College
BERWICK – VIC.
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My Room

Beneath
the Blue
The surface of the ocean
holds many endeavours,
But what’s underneath
are the things
that are the real treasures.
Mystical jellyfish
float solemnly
in the depths of blue,
Angelic angelfish
glide effortlessly
through the reefs and corals too.
Great white sharks
swim by,
towering giants
of the animals’ eye.

Posters on the walls
which help me hold the innocence
that I once had,
but then lost.

Framed pictures of my childhood
mum and dad used to hold me
but they don’t any more
they’re gone.

Shiny medals and awards
sitting on my shelf
which remind me that I’m good enough
and shouldn’t give up.

So I sit here on my bed
frozen like the arctic ice
wanting to escape
but instead I stay here
in my room.

Homework lying on my desk
I used to be a straight A student
but I stopped focusing
don’t even attend school now.

The clownfish haunt
the anemones
until the reef is silent,
but now and then
the hustle-bustle
proves far less than quiet.

When I
Was 3

I hear a scuttle in the sand
and something nearly nips my hand!
A great colossal blue whale
continues on its way,
and so must I,
I must return
to the light of day.
Though it may seem
like an endless blue void
that is yet to be fully discovered,
BUT… now you know
that the treasure
is beneath the blue.
By Molly Waters
Year 5, Robertson State School
ROBERTSON – QLD.

I

was singing as good as I could
although I am only 3 I still could sing.
The curtains closed in front of me. I
ran off stage to the makeup place. Makeup
was sticking to my face. My voice clear
although I feared I loved the idea. I picked
up my lyric sheet and memorised. I leaped
on the stage the curtains open wide. My
fear turning to happy stuff. Now I am never
scared again.
My hair spinning around my head my feet
were flying through the air. I leap off stage
and through the curtains. When I got back
on stage I leaped onto a string that pulled
me above the audience and back on the
stage. But when my feet touch the stage I
feel safe once more.
I ran off stage and colour with yewo and
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By Zidan Nguyen
Year 10, Eynesbury Senior College
ADELAIDE – SA

bue crayon waiting for muma to take me
home. Daddo comes and lifts me up muma
comes holding my brother and sister. They
are four. Daddo opened the car and put
me in. Muma puts my brother and sister
next to me.
Next thing I am in bed, it seems like a
dream. My toys were covering the bed. My
mum and dad whispered and watched TV.
The noise of the TV echoed through the
house. I soon fell asleep but then the TV
screamed. Goodnight!
By Hannah Myers
Year 3, Pennant Hills Public School
PENNANT HILLS – NSW
(Spelling mistakes are deliberate because a
young child is speaking.)
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WIN AN AUTHOR VISIT TO YOUR SCHOOL
To improve your students’ reading and writing skills, each term a school with a
current School Subscription to Oz Kids in Print will win a children’s Author/Illustrator
visit to their school to conduct workshops.
These workshops are designed to encourage even the most reluctant students;
they are designed to be both fun and educational. Students who have participated
have shown a dramatic improvement in their educational standards.

Paul Collins

Your students will be able to have access and mentorship with Australia’s leading
Children’s Authors/Illustrators – one of the many benefits of subscribing to Oz Kids
in Print.
Websites: www.ozkids.com.au or www.booksforkids.org.au

Elise Hurst

REVIEW OUR LIST OF SOME OF AUSTRALIA’S
BEST CHILDREN’S AUTHORS/ILLUSTRATORS
• Paul Collins • Meredith Costain • Anna Ciddor • Jeni Mawter • Krista Bell
• Elise Hurst • Craig Smith • Marjory Gardner • Marc McBride • Anne Spudvilas

✁

PLUS MANY MORE AUTHORS

Jeni Mawter

YES! Our school would like to subscribe to Oz Kids in Print
Please tick the box that most suits your school:

❑

Individual Subscription $44 (1 copy per quarter)
		

❑ School Subscription $99 (5 copies per quarter)

School Details
Name of School: . ...............................................................................................................................................................
Address: .............................................................................................................................................................................
Suburb: ..................................................................State: .................................................Postcode: .................................

Contact Person
Name: ....................................................................Position: .............................................Phone: .....................................

Payment Details
Enclosed is a cheque/money order for:

$ ........................................................... Order Number: ......................................
Return Details

Please mail your remittance with this form to:
Children’s Charity Network, PO Box 267, Lara Vic. 3212
ABN 58 109 336 245

Tel: 03 5282 8950 • Fax: 03 5282 8950 • Email: info@ozkids.com.au • Website: www.ozkids.com.au
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School fee payments made
easy with School Plan
Ensuring school fees are paid on time can be a challenge
for many families. Whether it’s balancing the household
budget or keeping track of when payments are due,
school fees can sometimes be overlooked, resulting
in late payment. Fortunately, there is a simple
solution—School Plan.
School Plan pays your child’s fees in full,
directly to the school when they are
due, while you pay School Plan in
easy-to-manage monthly or fortnightly
instalments. Never miss a payment or
early bird discount again!
School Plan can cover any fixed
fees, whether they are compulsory
or non-compulsory, including:
 Tuition fees
 Boarding fees
 Camp fees
 Building fund donations
 Extra curricular activities
such as music tuition.
For more information, call
1800 337 419 or visit
www.schoolplan.com.au

School Plan Management Pty Ltd ABN 70 006 832 408 23-35 Hanover Street Oakleigh Victoria 3166 A subsidiary
of the Australian Scholarships Group Friendly Society Limited ABN 21 087 648 879 on behalf of
School Plan Pty Ltd ABN 16 007413 756

